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As Christmas Nears, Survey Shows...
Murray Merchants Expect Good Shopping Season.
15y LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Reporter
If early shopping trends prior to and
immediately after Thanksgiving are an
indication, Murray merchants are in
for a rosy Christmas shopping season
this year.
Most merchants contacted in a
Murray Ledger and Times sampling
today, expect a better shopping season
in sales volume than last year. Most
merchants said a nationwide trend of
heavy saks the day after Thanksgiving
'beta trueliere. Some, however, say the
shopping season may have started even
as early as late August and September.
"Some people were getting layaway
items for Christmas in the late summer
and early fall," James Talent,
manager of Big K said today, Talent. _
like all merchants sampled today,
- expects a "better season than last
year."
Toys, Talent said, are selling well,
especially toys heavily advertised.
Talent said Big K "had a good
crowd"-the day after Thanksgiving. .
James Beale, manager of Roses in
idurraaid a trend he's notieed inthe •




Joe Sills, Murray High band director
and instrumental supervisor for the
Murray Schools, and Billy Dale
Outland, Murray Middle School prin-
cipal, have returned to Murivizigorn a
10 day orientation tour of . The
two were guests .of the Mexican
government and the tour was coor-
dinated by. the International Exchange
School of Salt Lake City, Utah.
- 'The purpose of the trip was to
acquaint some 30 invited guests from
a-cTOSS the nation with the "Fiesta"
• program being initiated in Mexico this
summer. This program is being made
available to selected high. bands and
choruses and consists of several con- -
-.certs and exhibitions to be given in
choice locations in Mexico during the
summer months. The program is
designed to be an ongoing event
commencing with "Fiesta 78" and
every yenr thel'eafter.
Partial expenses are to be paid by the
Mexican government through their
Department --of Fine', Arts;
remainder would be the responsibility
of the participating groups.
The guests met with the Mexican
government, the secretary., of fine arts
and the coordinator of special events
for Mexico City: 'During -The tour fhe
group attended the Ballet Folklovico at
- the Palace of Fine Arts.-Charraltepee
Park, Maximillians Castle, the
National Cathedral, the Shrine of
Guadalupe, the Museum of
Anthropology, the ancient` city of
Teotihuacan, the pyramids, the
Presidential Palace, the mining town of
Taxco, and Acapulco.
inside today
The group also made an unscheduled
stop at the Iguala, Mexico ex-
perimental junior high school where
they were given a guided tour and a
special musical presentation. --
"We are pleased that our band and.
school system was one of the few
selected to send representatives on this
tour," Sills said. "The educational
aspects of the Fiesta are immeasurable--
and certainly deserving of our con-
sideration, This would be a long-range
project for us and require much
evaluation and in-depth study before
acceptance," Sills added.
"The Mexican government is going
all out to attract school groups to their
country because they do not have
comparable organizations and are
eager to begin building their own," Sills..
said. "We found the people in Mexico
extremely cooperative and respectful:-
Every door was opened for us and their
hospitality unequaled.
happend -to -be -1-their :-
country on Nov. 20, their Independence
Day comparable to our July 4," Sills
added. '"As the fiend directors We wete
especially interested in observing their
school bands. We witnessed parts of
There Parades in different 'cities and -
towns and the only bands we saw were
military bands. There were a few small
drum and bugle corps but we never saw
so many children marching. They
marched with every conceivable ap-
paratus:- tennis rackets, hula hoops,
maracas, top hats, rifles, paper plates,
fans, decorated !ticks. and even
basketballs."
One Section — 14 Pages
Farmers across the nation, including many in
Madisonville, Ky., staged protests for better prices over




Partly sunny and warmer
today, high in the upper 40s to low
Increasing cloudiness with
*rain-likely tonight, low in the
upper 30s to low 40s. Cloudy with
occasional rain Tuesday, high in
the upper 40s.
today's index
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Opinion Page 4
Sports 6,7
earlier and earlier" for
Christmas. Beale said he expects a
good season in terms of sales volume.
Beale said "tv games" are selling
_ Aka along with battery-powered toys
and largerloys. I3oth Beale and Talent
said buyers have not settled on one or
two particular gift items for Christmas.
Russell Dowdy Jr., manager of Uncle
Jeffs in Murray said that he too expects
a better year than last year in sales
volume. However, he pointed out_ that
store traffic probably won't be as
noticable on speeifie driya7t1 in years
past. "People are buying early, some
-
as early tut. August- And September,'.
Dowdy said.
Buddy Buckingham, president of
Murray Downtown Merchants
Association, an organization of about to
merchants in Murray, said most
merchants he's talked to expect "one of
the biggest" seasons ever in the city.
"Traffic so far has been very, very
good," Buckingham said. - "All the
merchants are stocked up, expecting a
goodseason."
It seems that most people, if they
find. what they're looking fOr, will go
ahead ad buy Buckingham said.
The Murray Downtown Merchants
head said Murray is fast becoming a
shopping mecca for people living in a 50
mile radius of the city.
Dan Edwards, store manager at Say-
Rite in Murray, echoed other mer-
chants dn predicting a "bigger than
ever" shopping season. "Our season
really started five or six weeks ago,"
Edwards said.
Edwards said that Say-Rite's biggest
sales day will probably be Christmas
Eve instead of the traditional day-after-..
. Thanksgiving, which he said will follow
a close Second in sales volume. •
• -
•
UP IN THE AIR — Work on the new physician's office building adjacent to
the 'Murray-Calloway County Hospital is becoming more evident as con-
struction crews progress upward with steel and concrete Hospital ad-
ministrator Stuart Poston said today that steel work tying into the two cen-
tral cores of the building should begin this week. The building is expected




Edwards said shoppers seem to be
buying "a lot of small appliances and
useful items."
Toys and small appliances are also
an early Christmas ,tseller for
Murray- Home and in Murray,
according to Jerry Rayburn. store
manager. Rayburn said he won't be
able to determine what the best selling
toys will be until early December.
"That's when most, of the TV ad-
.xertisine gets absorbed," he said.
- Rayburn- .ffee--sva-rds; -
season also began about a week ago.
nine local physicians including two radiologists have indicated plan% to
operate their practices in the building. In addition, Poston reported that
two additional doctors, a family practitioner and an oral surgeon, would be
moving to Murray next summer and that two more were tentatively
scheduled to come here in 1979.
Stall Photo bv Gene McCutcheorr
Egypt Presses Nil/Arab-Israeli Conference
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — President
Anwar Sadat is pressing ahead with his
plans for a preliminary Arab-Israeli
conference in Cairo although so far only
Israel has said it would attend.
'Syria, Israel's- other plihtzt y ad-
versary, joined Libya and Algeria in
lining up a rival meeting of Sadat's
Arab opponents. The Egyptian
president said he would negotiate "with
the Israelis alone" if other Arab nations
refused to come to Cairo.
Israeli Prime Minister Menahem
Begin accepted Sadat's invitation
• before receiving the formal bid. But he
warned that no Israeli delegation would
Snowstorm That Socks State,
Midwest, Subsides Today
Heavy snow that socked portions of
the nation at the close of the
Thanksgiving holiday tapered off early
today.
In many areas, the snow was not as
heavy as expected. In New Jersey, for
instance, most areas received only
about a quarter-inch of snow before the
storm passed. The National Weather
Service said the reason was that the
'storm' had moved through the state
much faster than had been expected.
More than 460 persons died on the
nation's hi ways and streets during
the Tharib's wing holiday period, Which
stretched from Wednesday evening'
through Sunday. The National Safety
Counell had predicted betweed 460 an4
560 fatalities.
The storm bit hardest in the Midwest,.
western New York State and western
Pennsylvania.
Business at a few 'northern Kentucky
motels and one church got an lines-
pected boost from an unlikely source —
the state's first snowstorm of the
season.
"I've been here 12 years and I've
never seen it like this," said Helen
Brown, manager of the 1-75 motel at
Williamstown, Ky.
The storm, which dumped up to 12
inches of snow around the state Sunday,
paralyzed traffic in many communities
and Rive some youngsters an unex-
pected holiday. At least 30 school
. systems were closed today.
The most sevite trafficiam occun'ed
on Interstate 75 near-Gorinth, Ky. State
police said the highway was backed up
for 12 miles in both directions for about
four hours.
The traffic jam was so bad, p,-nce
said, that some of the backed-up
vehicles ran out of gas. One policeman
at Williamstown, Ky. reported that
some gasoline stations also had run out
Police said at least 20 stranded
travelers were put up for the cart at
the First Christian Church at
Williamstown. . _
Ms. Brown said the 52 rooms at her
motel were filled by 4 p.m. EDT Sunda
and that she added she had been tur-
ning away a steady streamed stranded
travelers ever since. •
The National -Weather Service said
that most parts of the statereceivedAM -
Inches of snow before the precipitation
tapered off tatlerrtenftlelay evtritne
negotiate with the Palestine Liberation
Organization "whether it is in Geneva
or Cairo or the moon."
Begin was to make a major policy
speech today in the Israeli parliament
reviewing developments since Sadatlic
groundbreaking trip to Israel last
weekend. He was not expected to shift
from his rejection of the two key Arab
demands: a Palestinian state on the
West Bank of the Jordan River and the




Interviews with applicants for the
head football coaching position at
Murray State University have already
begun, Marshall Gordon, chairman of a
search committee appointed to screen
applicants for the post said today.
Gordon, who is vice president for
university services at M,SU, said that to
date about 35 applications for the
coaching job have been received and
that applications would continue to be
accepted until Friday, Dec. 9.
"rm impressed with the quality of
the applicants:: Gordon said. .
Gordr, said that appticants for the
positiolc vacated by' the resignation of
Bill Furgerson Nov. 21, range from the
high school level to the professional
football coaching ranks.
The committee planit to' make a
recommendation- to • the universit0
board of regents at the December
meeting of the board.
•e". t
during the 1967 Arab-Israeli war.
In a speech to the Egyptian
parliament Saturday, Sadat invited
Israel, the United States, the Soviet
Union, Syria, Lebanon and JodIan to
....prepare. for. __Genevaitt.rOUridtable 
discussions in Cairo next week:
Egyptian Foreign Minister Butros B.
Ghali sent out the invitations on Sun-
day.
Sadat said the Cairo meeting could
start as early as Saturday, but Other
officials said il trirghThedelayed awn-
beyond that.
Sadat made no reference to the PLO
in his speech, but -his foreign minister
said an invitation would be sent to the
organization as representative of the
Palestinian peoples.
Syria and the PLO rejected the in-
vitation. The PLO threatened to
execute any Arab from the occupied
West Bank who attended.
Jordan and Lebanon were silent. But
since Lebanon is occupied by Syrian
troops, the Lebanese government was
expected to follow Syria's lead.
White House Press Secretary Jody
Powell_ said the U.S. government was
still consulting with other parties to the
Gekeva conference before deciding
whether to attend the meeting.
There was no comment from the.
Soviet government, but iyrian Foreign. 
MinisterAbdul Khalim Khaddam was
going to Moscow today to ask the
Russians to reject Seders invitation.
Syria said Sadat's proposal was a
ploy to justify Israeli %/Sits to Cairo and
a betrayal of the Arab world. Khaddam
said Syria would_ attend the
• 'rejectionist summit" Libya and
Algeria are holding in Tripoli Thursday
"to crealea strong anti-Sadat front."
Begin named Dr. Eliahullen-Elissa-r,
...director-general of.. the prime
minister's office, and Meir Rosenne,
the Foreign Ministry's legal adviser, to
represent Israel in Cairo,
He said that "if it becomes necessary
to expand our delegation, we will do
Begin went before the Knesset, or
Parliament, to discuss Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat's call for the
preliminary conference and to
recapitulate the events of Sadat's
historic-visit to Israel.
Begin —said iharlifteir reeerVing
invitation to the conference through his
U.N. ambassaador, he consulted by
telephone with Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan, on a visit to West Germany. and




A Murray man faces assault in the
. first degree and disorderly conduct
charges today after allegedly firing a
shotgen at his wife and son in an
altercation Sunday.
According to Murray Police, Robert
Myers Sr., 48, 1313 Sycamore, Murray,
is in Calloway County Jail facing the
two charges. Bond and a court hearing
had norbeen set early today.
A Murray police spokesman said the
arrest Sunday grew out of an apparent
family disturbance. The spokesman
said some members of Myers' family
were leaving in a car when Myers
• allegedly .fired at the car with a
Police arrested the man .abotit
6 p. m. Su,nday.
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Picititicl- are the new 1977-78 .Mufrav -Vocational
-Center FBIA officers: Back row left to right-Geneva
Garland, secretarv lanna Cotiper. treasurer; Shelia
Phillips, reporter Ginger Black historian. Front
row-Tans a Cooper sicepsesident: Debra Tucker,
president and Linda Chant.). parliamentarian.
Palestine United Church
Lovett HomeWomen Meet,
• The. Palestine. United
MethodistehurchiVomA met





Smorgasbord was the scene of
the first Thanksgiving reunion
• of the family. of___Mrs.. Lucy
Lee. The group planned to
make this an annual event.
Attending were Prentice
and Modell Holland, Charles"
and Joe Holland, Pete and
Odie Burkeen, Marvin' and
Vandelene Weatherford:
- Leslie Weatherford, Ftochelie
Weatherford, Vanessa
Weatherford, 4itanita-
Lee: flickeY • andjaiert
Latimer, James and Nell
Weatherford, Ovie and Eva
and Jime
Donald and Roger Colson,
Opan - Warren, James and
Vickie Holland, and Richard
and Barbara Latimer, all of
Murray, and Sheila Dever,
Madisonville.
for their regular meeting In
the home of Freda- Lovett,
president, who presided.
"Blessedness Of Being
Thankful" was-the subject of
the • lesson presented. Sheila
Mullinax read the minutes,
and Whinie Burkeen led in
prayer.
The women elected new
officers for the 1978 year. They
voted to send a donation ,to
Western State Hospital for the




Hopkins, Mildred Oates, Anita
Oates, Ela Burkeen, Winnie
Burkeen, Dean Burkeen,
Sheila Mullinax, Freda
Lovett, and Reba Parrish..
When the members of some
tribes intended to clear a bit
of forest, they first built and
turnished a little house fof
the forest's spirits to live in
their trees were' gone.
Hello, stranger.
Searching for answers tcr all those why/wb-a-Mhere
questions about your new city?
- AS yOut WELCOME WKGOVHOstets, it's my Job To
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community into.
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood.
And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be one of the very










By Abigail Van Buren
Her Secret Romance
Will Shock Ottiers
pEARAL113.Y. After 32 years o marriagn, my lwaband _
and I separated: He was hard-wo g, non-drinttmg and
faithful. I _forced the separation be use he was terribly
hard on our three children !they r now all college
graduates and married). Also, he refused to socialize with
anyone. I felt trapped and stifled, and couldn't take his
selfish, insulated way of life. He moved out of our lovely
home and into a small apartment.
About a month ago I bumped into him at the shopping
center. He invited me- to see his apartment, so went.
Before I knew it I found myself in a very amorous situation
and I stayed overnight. He served me breakfast in bed and
confessed that the separation made him truly appreciate
me. He said he could never love anyone the way he loved
'• me and if I took him back he would try his best to be more
sociable and make me happy. The next weekend we drove
out of town secretly like two young lovers. I didn't want
anyone (especially -my family) to know. Shiest then, he's
been svintrig and dining me, and I have been loving it. It's
better than our courtship ever was!
People keep telling Ale how marvelous I look since I got
rid of "that pill." They don't know I m in love all over again.
If I takethirn back, my friends and family will think I've
lost my mind. I'm still ashamed to let them. know I'm
seeing hint What would you do?
WALKING ON AIR
DEAR WALKING: I'd take him back and give him a
chance to prove his sincerity. And the last thing I'd worey
about is what my friends and family think.
DEAR ABBY: I just had a confrontation with a woman
in a laundromat over her smoking.
I am asthmatic, and cigarette smoke not only offends
me, it makes me sick.
When askecTher to please put Ver cigarette out. she
told me-and everyone else in the place-in no uncertain
terms that she will smoke wherever she wants to.
Furthermore, sffe said there were no "No Smoking signs
• in evidence, so I had better get used to it because
everybody smokes.'
*Unfortunatebr I will now have to go_ into  debt to hay 11
washer-dryer. I'm sick of bringing home a cough and
clothes that Stink of cigarette_..smoke from the Itundromat.
_WINCHESTER, VA.
DEARWIN: lam no defender of smolers, but-it's a rare
siholer Who will not quiddy riciuse-his cigarette if someone
complains. More and more public places post "No
Smoking" signs, which I think is a step in the right
dIreedon.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 64-year-ald wornan and my
problem is my husband. He is 68, and no matter where we
go, he ogles the women, young or old. His head looks like
it's on a gwiveL He's been impotent for the last 15 years, so,
I can't understand why "he's looking. He doesn't just
look-he leers. One of these days somebody is going to
take a poke at him.
When I tell him that his looking is obvious and ask him to
please cut it out, he says I am jealcrus. Fria riot really,
. because I know darned well tat all he can do is look.
- What I want to know is this: Id he wrong for lookingsfrOr.
am I wrong for complaining?
LOOKER'S FRAU
DEAR FRAU: Looking in the manner that you describe
is rude, so I don't blame you for complaining. However, I
seriously doubt that your complaining will put an end to
his looking.
If you feel left out and lonely., or wish you knew how to
get people to like you, my new beeidet, "How To Be
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old," is for you.
Send $1 along with a long, self-addressed, stamped 124




 Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY, NOVEMBER ZI, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
. given for your birth Sip. •
You get 16 shrimp,
cole slaw, french fries, cocktail sauce




'You get 16 boiled shrimp, cocktail seem,
and 2 Southern style /Teti puppies.
Captain D's,
seafood
111 PI 12th 7S3 9383
ARIES
Mar, 21 to Apr. 20)
you might be quite certain in
your mind as to exactly how you
intend to handle things, but it
wouldn't hurt to get another's
viewpoint. Some interesting
-new concepts could result.
TAURUS •
( Aft. 21 to May 21)•Y"
After some early morning
confusion, day should turn out
to be surprisingly productive.
You also stand to gain finan-
cially.
OBAIINf-
(May 22 to June 21)
Make the most of your really
bright ideas and concise, solid
plans for achievement now.
Accentuate positive thinking.
Combine intuition with know-
how.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) '`ur
Some complications in-
ditated. However; your ability
to move in tight spots and
6' maintain equilibrium through
heavy seas can see you tlrough.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Solar influences suggest a
need for added vigor in your
thrust forward, but be careful




( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IIPA
You may not have the in-
centive to try to accomplish the
extraordinary now, but a bit of
-mire thought given to the
future could completely change
your perspective - and,
stimulate your ambitions anew]
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct.-23) ikt_rz
Better Y.Mii titbit ad-Village-a,
but more than 4sual effort
asked, too. Some past in-
' veitenent -of money tt,, time thdate of: -Ladle' MaY Alcott,
_ begins to pay;., invest more for father; A. Bronson Alcott,
the fufute. bducator. 'philosopher.
er,E4
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nver•
You may think you-have
something under control,
rolling briskly: Better take
another look for hidden flaws,
anything that could mean time,
energy lost. -
SAGITTARIUS
341f(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) CP
An original twist or a new
method could brighten routine,
but, 'don't go to .extremes and
attempt the bizarre.
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) lei6k'
You may possibly have to set
aside certain personal desires
in order to show your abilities in
the . best light. The effort aco




(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) —
Present everything in your
thorough, affable manner; thus
you will win points and outwit
the competition. Do your best
but don't undertake the
unreasonable.
'PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Both regular work and new
ventures favored. Returns from
past efforts indicated very soon.
Whatever you do well will have
long-range value.
President Of-State AHPER- bQd-entered ,inlialltderatohantZ
other wads, pie infant be-
comes sensitized against
- these foreign proteins'
• which have entered the•
Dr. Brinda Smith, associate
professor of recreation and
physical education at Murray
State University, has been




She took office for. a one-
year term at the recent 24th
annual KAHPER convention
at Western Kentucky





and Dr. Bill Prelson,
professor of recreatioa and
physical erlucation,vbc spqke
at a division meeting on
legal aspects of liabiLty• and
physical education and sport;
_Margaret Simmons, %/omen's
track coach, who six ke at a
girls' and women's division
meeting on' current rules
interpretations and how to
introduce cross country in the
high school; and Bailey Gore,
associate professor of
recreation and physical
education, who, served on a
panel that discussed high risk
recreation.
The 55-year-old KAHPER, a
state affiliate of the American
Alliance for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation,
includes about 650 mmbers
representing educational
levels friar' elementary school
thrall-Or college.
Miss Smith, a member of
the Murray State faculty since
1964, said -the organizations
immediate goals include
working to irimrove school
health and physical education
profirams n KentuCk and
- Four other representatives of
Murray State also par-
ticipated on the 'three-day'
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind,
unusual versatility and lofty
ambitions - toward which you
work determinedly and un-
flinchingly. You should have -= -
and probably need - two
outlets for your talents: If you
choose business as a career, try
to cultivate art as a hobby and --
vice yersa. You . may be at-
tracted to public life Mid; if so,
could succeed as a statesman,
diplomat, heed of an institution
, an entertainer. You are a
person ofIligh 'Mega -With built-
in magnetism and a, strong
feeling for the . artistic. 13ir.
Let's Stay Well By J L Blasuigarne, M.D
Improper Infant Feeding
Related To Adult Weight Problems
0: Mrs. P. L. asks
whether a new trend in
infant feeding is not under
wiS   AbAL_
breast-feeding is best and
that milk rather than solid
. foods is preferable in the
early months.
'If I am correct,' she
queries, 'what are the rea-
sons for this shift in advice
about infant feeding?
When shoukLsolid foods be
started?'
A: I believe that You are
correct-in assuming that a
shilt.4iau4 taken. place in
.infant feeding. It, advises
breast or a modified cow's
milk formula is adequate.
for the first four to six
months of life. After that
time,. solids are usually
added, depending on your
physician's advice.
-There are-, two ceasons•
for this shift. The stomach
and intestines of the infant
are continuing to develop
during the early months of
life and cannot properly
digest many proteins found
in . norunilk foods. These
incompletely digested
_ proteins may be absorbed
-through the -"Waif ''Of the -
infant's digestive tract and
• - • -
Dr. Smith Installed As 




League of Womep Voters
will meet at the United
Campus Ministry building at
7:30 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets, at
seven p.m.
Commerce's 51st _annual,
banquet will be at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord at 6:30
p.m. with Terry McBrayer,
Kentucky Commissioner . of
Department of Commerce, as
speaker.
-Murray State Will play the'
University of Arkansas, Pine
Bluff, in the opening home
basketball game at the MSU
Fieldhouse at 7:30 p.m.
Murray State's Lady Racers
will play Dyersburg State in
their first game- at 5-:13 P.m.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group is scheduled





Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will be held at





League of Women Voters will
be presented at 9:30 a.m. at
the home of Sue Vandergrift,
1700 Magnolia. ,)
Lake Area Singles will meet
at seven p.m. at North Branch
of Peoples Bank, Murray,
Reita Moody will be speaker.
For information call 753-0499
or 753-5487 after 5:30 p.m.
Annual day of Calloway
HQmemaksrs Club will be at
ten a.m. at Colonial House
Smorgasbord with Dolly
McNutt as speaker.
Oaks Country Club, Murray
Reereational Association, will
limo its general membership
meeting at the Oaks Club
Room at seven p.m.
Wednesday, November 30
First Baptist Church
Mission Studl of book,
"Riversof Ink," will be held at
the church at 6:45 p.m. in
church ametaarr, The Rev.





THE REV. HENRY McKEN-
Z1E has just received a
Ceritificate for fifty years'
membership in the Shrine
from Abou Ben Adhem
Temple, Springfield, Mo.,
where he became a Shriner
in 1927. It was accompanied
by a diamond fifty-year
membership pin. With the
longest record of mem-
bership among local mem-
bers of the Murray-Calloway
Shrine Ciuk_Nir. McKenzie is 
also a fifty-year member of
the Blue Lodge Knights
Templar and other related
Masonic bodies.
formation of a Governor's
Council on Physical Fitness
and Sport.
The daughter of Mr. and
M. ,Deany Smith of 1014
Sharpe St. in Murray:, Miss
Smith has also served ihe-
KAHPER as vice-president of
the Health Division and as a
member of the School Health _
Task Force.
She was recognized as an
Outstanding Educator by the'
Southern Association of
Physical Education for
College Women at a meeting
in Dallas in October. .„
Currently the secretary of
the Kentucky Women's In-
tercollegiate Conference, Miss
Smith has also been active in
the-Kentucky Schbot Irealth
Association and as a member
of the State Advisory Council
on Health.
She carried the B.S. degree
:at Murray State, the.
-degree at- -Louisiana-- -State -
University, and the Ed.D.
degree at the University of
Seuthern Mississippi, •
after.more complete devel-
opment of the walls of the
digestive tract.
A second reason is a
tendency to overnutrition
by the early addition of
solid foods, Milk fills the
.stornac.h. Since the baby.
feels satisfied by the full
stomach, the amount taken
in at a feeding is limited.
Sglid'fands are ,m9re i.on-
centrated and ccinfain
more calories. A great
number can be consumed
with each feeding before
the appetite is satisfied.
Such repeated feeding can
lead to overweight or unde-
sirable fatness-in an infant.
In recent years, obesity
in infancy has been related
to a tendency to excess
weight in later life. It is
-generally -agreed- that
weight can be more readily
and easily controlled dur-
ing adult years it the Per-
son was not obese during
infancy and during tertain
Period:s of Childhood..
• - In other- wards; Infant
feeding - the kind and the
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In the past three years there have been
twice as many business failures as in 1932,
the worst year of the Great Depression.
Businesses, large and small, are
constantly faced with problems'
• inventory control • Financing atternatives
and sources • Introduction of a nbw product
or line • Need for new accounting
system, • Personnel probleEns
The Certified Public Accountant-CPA-
has the training and an independent
approach He has tackled these probtems
before He can guide the businessman in
.. making sound decisions,'
' For heldwith business problems,
consult a professional-your CPA.
One w,o'S.4fij
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. It Is 4 niark.of our times that people _ -during- his or her lifetime-not -
no longer are expected to stay in one necessarily right after completing high
job, or one kind of w.orit.a their lives. school. This concept is worthy of..fur-
- In fact, I recently -saw a projection -ther exploration.
that: estUnated that most people who, Of course, classes will- have to be
" start working . in' 1980 or 1990 may offered at night as well as during the .. .
, change jobs up to fivetimes before they -.day,-•to-allow people to upgrade their- --
-Tettre. And more Significantly, these -level of training in the evenings, while-- 
 •
7 -people . may have, to . be trained or
retrained as many as four or fivetime_s_ .
over the course of their working lives.
Quite obviously, this is going to put a
severe strain on our occupational
education structure.
We have been making great strides
recent141n upgrading the quality an
improving the availability of vocational
. instruction in our high schools. •
But adults also will- have -critical
• needs. After all, they went through high
school back at a time when vocational
. training wa& very superficial, if it was
adablettt And-now they--are
. trying to support a family with outdated
tools.
So.. what we are going to have to do is
to „make sure that we have far more
occupational education opportunities
available -to adults than we .ever had
before.
Last school year, nearly 70,700 adults
were enrolled in close to 3,800
- VO-Cational classes offered by our public
schools and state-VOCational schools.
The people in our state Bureau of
Vocational Education tell me that the
demand for this kind of adult in-
• struction right now is such that we
' could easily spend twice as much
money next year-or roughly $1
million-and still not satisfy the need.
Because .the courses that are wanted
. and peeded most are the more costly_
ones, doubling the state appropriation
would provide training for only about
31000 adults, our educational experts
-  And-theie--estimates consider what
the need will be only to meet the
demands of people coming in _and
asking for such instruction. If the
schools advertised to make more
'people aware of what courses are
available, the demand would be sub-=
stantially greater, these experts
maintain.
It has been suggested that we should
ear-mark. a- Vettaiit amount of oc-
'tolltiatiohaI education beyond -high
scbool for each and every citizen of our
Commonwealth, to be used sometime
Business Mirror
they still are holding down a-regular job
during-the-clay.
The primary goal of our occupational
education programs should be to train
workers for industries in Kentucky. The
national job market should be a second
priority.
This goat can be-reached through a
joint approach involving our schools
together with Kentucky businesses and
labor groups.  Business and labor are
eager to cooperate when our schools
Show they have-their interest in Mind.
.At the state 'level,- we tiaVe just
re-Cent-IV created a special training Unit -
which is under the Bureau of Vocational
Education and cooperates with 4ut
state Department of Commerce.
The unit works with individual _in-
dustries to get our  state vocational
education schools to provied training
for both their existing and prospective
employes.
If a vocational school -.does not
provide training needed by a particular
industry, then the unit works to get it to
do so-all at little or no cost to the
company.
In addition to providing immediate
jobs for our citizens, this program
encourages industrial expansion-and
thus leads to still more jobs for other
Kentuckians.
While it may be impractical to
prepare our, young people for one
-particular occupation, sincelei-adults
stay with their first jobs, we should give
everyone a good basic education, with
thorough ctitinseling and exposure to
different career possibilities. - -
Then, after they go to work, we
should make it easy.for them to return
to a formal educational setting either
full-time or part-time, as they see the
need to upgrade the level of their
work-or to change direction entirely.
Every abltho_ted Kentuckian. of
working age should have a jjk. We want
to give all our dtizens an opportunity to
gel whateverVainmethey neEd to do
that-no matter how old they are or




NEW YORK ( AP) - In the name of
equality, should individual male and
female employees contribute equal
_ amounts of- money to the company's
pension plan? Or is to do so infitself a
form of discrimination?
--- What makes this issue as knotty as
any personnel problem today is the
almost irrefutable contention that men
and women are not equal ip the
actuarial tables. Women live longer
. than men. It's a statistical fact.
This being so, men aren't likely to
collect as mueli money out of the
.• pension fund, while often they pay into
the fund an amount equal Co their
female counterparts.
Now that's discrimination, say in-
surers and others engaged in working
— out equitable pension benefits. To
• which women rightists sometimes
reply: Nonsense,- women and men are
_ equal in the eji es of God ancIthelaw?
No matter, is the next response from
actuaries; they are not equal in the
tables. Sex and the single benefit table
is an injustice, it is argued.
"Like Most -good- things, anti-
discrimination rules can be carried to
.eiiiremes,- says 11-Villain-M. 1Vrei-ter,
Inc., an international employee benefit
consulting firm. -Mortality differences
between the sexes are a biological
fact." 1
But Mercet* and other consultants
aren't the ones to make the final
decision. The courts are. The Supreme
Court already has agreed to consider
one such case, against the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power. _
In that case the lower courts ruled it
was unfair to require a female to.
contribute more than a male in order to
receive the same monthly benefit. In
"effect, they said, a unisex benefit table
should be used.
That finding probably settle little for
long, and may even challenge the terms
laid down by the U.S. Supreme Court in
earlier action.
The court has stated that you can just
as easily create inequality by requiring
identical benefits be _provided .ta _per-
sons unequally situated as by requiring
different benefits. to be provided to
. persons equally situated. •
• That would seem to provide support
for insurers Ad consultants Mei ,as
Mercer.
An essential orange of.insurance, it
r_. A 42aU personsin the sarhe
class of „risk get the mine -We% Ti-





Men and women aren't in the same
class of risks, it adds. They are
biologically and 'maybe genetically
different. - "The -cliffereriee3in. male;
female mortality has actually been
widening while their lifestyles have
become more similar."
Opponents of this reasoning say we
didn't until recently separate smokers
and nonsmokers. But Mercer replies
that smoking is a voluntary action,
-one-subject to change and most dif-
ficult to monitor."
The-difference between men and--
women isn't voluntary, nor is it difficult
to monitor. We know they are different,
says Mercer, and we-know that neither
men nor women can do much about it
no matter how they change lifestyles.
If we refuse to recognize the dif-
ferences between men and women in
the actuarial table then perhaps health
and age also stinolii 
classifications. That, says Mercer,
points up the untenable nature of the
unisex argument.
Moreover, it adds a legal
consideration: If metrlor example; are
forced to subsidize the benefits •of
feinale-eifiplOYeeS - then
the unisex table -actually could -be in
violation of the U.S. Equal Pay Act.
The philosophical thrust of that act is
_ that individuals must be considered on
the basis of individual capacities and
not on the basis of any characteristics
generally attributed to the group.
But no insurance, company or con-
sultant is likely to push that argument
very far because of a peeuliar problem:
The same reasoning, if applied to in-
surance in general, would wipe out
insurance, which is based on grouping
and averaging and classifying. No
More Prudential, no more
Metropolitan. .
All -tOese problems because men-and
women are different. And because
sometimes they like to emphasize those
differences and at other times to claim
they don't exist.
Isn't It The Truth
Washington, the city that goes in
circles.aloBgethe banks of the polluted
PotOmac,, 'finds its arteries-are har-
dening e)7enr hr lltele teS-
pi`icedrgasoline-sort of like a senator 1





























"Op the otherpand, it could soive ourfuel stiOrtag_e-w
HEART1ANE is a service, for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems—fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in theses columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton Si., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
lachide -4 stamped,- self-addressed-
envelope. The most useftir replies will
he printed in this column. -
.. Q. My mother has to enter the _
hospital in January for an-Operation. A
government handbook she has says We'
must pay the first, $124 oilier hospital
bill. Is this going t,o stay the
sarne.?—e.S. ,
A. No: On Jan. 1, 1978, the hospital
deductible under Medicare will in-
crease to $144. This‘rneans a -perston
entering a hospital after that -gate- will-
-have to pay the first $144 of their Pill.
Fer---14e4p10-00-.Medicare;„, 5tw214line - 
has developed a etaile4book-covering
the while Medicare program. -Hear-
time's Guide to Medicare" is written in
easy-to-understand, question-and-
answer form and covers many medical
items and sei-vices that are covered by
Medicare, complete information on the
-didu-etibles you have y, a _samlite
Medicare claim form with detailed,
instructions on how to fill it out and a
complete explanation on how
"reasonable charges" are- figured
•iintior Mpiiiruirp's Part R 
This-book May be ordered by sending
$.1  50 •to Heartline. s Guide  to
Medicare," 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
Q. I drew Social Security disability
paymentsin 1973 and then was• able to
go back to work. I have recently
become disabled again and have been
reapproved for Social Security. Do I
- again have to wait five months before
drawing the benefits?-R.N.
A. No. If you become disabled a
second time withing five years after
your disabled worker's benefits stopped
bechuse you rethrned-- to work or
recovered, you are not required to
again wait five months. Benefits. are
payable the first full month of
disability.
QT I receive a 100 percent service-
connected disability benefit from the
Veterans Administration. Are my
children and wife elegible for medical
care from the VA?-S,J,
A. Public Law_ 93082 authorizes the
VA-to -prov'tsv merucat care fur the
spouse or child of a veteran who has a
permanent, service-connected, total
disability and the widow, widower or
child of a veteran who-died of a service-
connected disability, providing they do
--not- haw entitlement_ to care -under
CHAMPUS or Medicare. Normally, this
care will be provided in non-VA
facilities under the CHAMPVA
PROGRAM. VA -facilities however,
may be utilized for specialized treat-
ment when they are uniquely equipped
to provide the most.effective care and
use of the facilities does not interfere
with the care and treatment of
veterans. Applications for this can he






'Agkee Or Not s.e. Van Caron
Insulating
FRANKFORT—Seine wise man -•
selve-Thardf'Presstd between-aBlaealli- Leagile with an 110 to 76 win over- said if you live long enough that things
come full cycle.
.Paradoxical as it may seem, one of.
President Jimmy' Carter's requests in
his energy bill is for utility companies
to finance home insulation for familie




A new phonograph with eight sets of
earphones toftether with records and-
story books was presented to the
Special Edi.icatiOrk._ OAK at Austin .
School by the Murray Woman's Club
from a part of the money won by the -
club in the Shell Oil Community
Improvement contest.
Richard Calvin Tress and Allen Keith
Burton of Calloway County are now
taking Army basic training at Fort
Campbell.
Edward Jones, son ofMr. and Mrs. C. .
W. onee, - is -now spevini-abeard-- the
Aircraft Carrier Shangri-La in the .
Mediterranean Sea.
The Murray State University Rifle
Team won first place in both, the open
and collegiate divisions of the Kentucky'
State Championship Tournament in
Lexington. Nancy Sowell led the way
for Murray. by posting a score dila-
out of a possible 1300.
Murray Shriners and their -ladies
attended the fall ceremonial held at
-
=
-" - 20 Years Ago ,
Max. Hurt, executive vice-president
of the Woodmen of the World, was the
featured spealFer at the Family Night
meeting held by the Hazel WOW Camp-
138 at Hazel High School. R. R. Hicks
and N. G. Wisehart received 50 year
pins, and L. A. Langston, William C.
_Hicks, Less Jones, and Aulsie Cooper _
received 25 year pins.
The Rev. T. A. Thacker, pastor of the
Memorial Baptist Church, will preach
on "The Life That Holds Together" at
the Thanksgiving service at Sinking
Spring Baptist Church, according to the
pastor, the Rev. Norman Culpepper.
Births reported -.Mc-hide a boy,
Howard Keith, to Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Darnell, and a boy, !Cary Dean, to Mr.
and Mrs. Dewey ,Lampicins,
November IT ,
The Murray Knights remained
- among the three unbeaten teams in the- 
- Atoinic Valle_y independent Banketball
pairnent. •
Some gtates noiv allow' utility corn-
--panie s-eit ho ne appillancei-to their -
customers on the time-payment plan
with the monthly payment on the ap-
pliance added to the utility hill. Ken-
tucky-used to allow this up until the late
1930's, but retail merchants and lending
institutions got together and got a bill -
-Passed it We—, 
appliance business.
Now, President Carter wants to put
the utilities into the home insulation
business.
The idea behind utility companid
taut. applianceswet., u
crease consumption of electricity or
-gas.--Now, -Carter's-idea- is--to nee -
consumption in this age of -energy
shortage.
Strange as it may seem, you now
• - tiave utility- -companies urging
customers, through paid advertising, to
reduce consumption of their products.
This may s_gem a little stlly in our free
enterprise system when the name of the
game has been to increase the sale of
products for more profits.
It might be ..appropriate here to
wonder what the world is coming to in
this' adVanced scientad age.
The one important item not explained
is where are the utilities going to get the
money to finance this insulation
program. It is a foregone conclusion
that the utilities ire going to have to
borrow money from somewhere and
that it is not going to be interest-free.
This means that the utility companies
are going to have to charge the
inniitewiler interest on the iban toy-
for his insulation. True-, the theory is
that it will be a long-range profitable
investment for the homeowner, an
investment that will amortize itself
over a period of years in lower utility
-costs.
For -the Consumer, It may be- one--of--
those programs where he" is being
pushed just to stay even, for any
average observer-reads in the -news
that utility companies are continually
asking the Public Service Commission
for increases in rates to stay abreast of
inflation. If the consumer cuts down on
his usage, he might manage to stay
even with the rate increases over the
years but there is no guarantee that he
will
Mthirray Ledger & Times
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The real problem nationally is that
we conserve enough natural gas and
other fuels to get us through the winter
and through future years. Government
agencies are continually telling us that
we are becoming more .and more,
dependent on the Arab countries for our
petroleum products to coal, but this,
produces a confrontation with another
loud organized group in this nation.
The environmentalists scream that
stack emissions from coal furnaces
pollute the air, and that they are 'scared
of nuclear plants to generate energy.
Kentucky the "1 eat. -coral;
producing state in the riatton, and the
• future welfare of a large portion of our.
-coinmonwealth depends upon coal •
production. •
Thuis, Kentucky finds itself torn'
'between-two'confltetingtoreest- - -
At the same time, retired families,.
Hying on fixed incornes,--„find them-
•And.Mose,Went,•ot to  pieet his
father-in-law, and did obeisance, and
kissed him; and they asked each other
of their welfare; and they came into the
WO. 7.14€0‘44,48:7.
So often men today feel it is unmanly
to show affection to their parents or to
their close relatives. Moses, the great
leader of men, did not feet this-way at
all
the federal levernment to redoce fuel L Count. _ _ _ _ yon y Merchants.. --,
consumption and how to live on a small Lettuce is advertised at fifteen cents
fixed income. .. ° a head in the ad for Swann's Grocery
A lot ple Would like the answer this week.
on how to'et a home insulated and still
be able to-live within their income. 4 - ,
- 30. Y-ears Ago
POLITICAL NOTE--Reliable sources ------- --- _
tell me that some bankers out in the --
state are importuning fren-tucky The Murnt3r flosterY Ittirtiosetl
doors at the end of the working day onBanking Commissioner John Williams
to run for-State Treasurer in 1979. He-is November 25 and will remain closed for
a former piesident Of the Kvntialar—ail
Bankers Association, a group that Manager.
A new five passenger dual ,controlwields a heavy influence in electing the
Chevrolet sedan was delivered tow. Z.
--C.41,r_ter, superintendent ot A441T.P.X.Q4 -
Schools, by Frank Holcomb of the
Porter Motor Company, and William
Lawson of the Louisville., AAA Club.
Murray High is the first public school in
Kentucky to receive a dual control
fu, bah/jug stuticut ---
The Murray High School Band under
the direction-of Mary Elizabeth Roberts
performed at the Murray High-
Memphis CBS football game with
Murray as the game winner.
"Births reported include a girl,
Patricia Gayle, to Mr. and Mrs. T. P.
Jones on November 18.
• 
_ Mr. and •Mrs. Peter Heppner Ihave





BY ft ORERT F. STEPHENS_
Attorney General -
The Christmas season is a time for
giving to others. Charitable
organizations will be making their
appeals for funds during this upcoming
-holiday sensory, and-will hope-that-Tor
will be filled with the Christmas Spirit
and donate to their worthy causes. Last
year alone, over $29 million was gi'iren
to charities in the United States.
However, this fund-raising season
can also bring imposters. These per-
sons collect monies for organizations
that do not exist, or are claiming to be a
, member of a local organization when
they really • are not a member.
Therefore, consumers should be
cautious before making contributions to
charitable organizations this holiday
season.
. If a solicitor comes to your door
collecting money for a local
organization, ask the person, for
identification and the name bf the group
and thE sponsor who has the fund
raising project. Than call that
. organization, your local community
service organizations or the nearest
Better Business Bureau to check out the
charity's reputation before- you make a
donation. You, can mail'a contribution
directly to the charity if you decide you
want to' participate. Should you
discover pat the soliciter is an im-
. poster or is collecting Money,, without
the, organization's permission, then
&abet your local police department
- tepert theinmeater.--- - _
A great deal of fund raising from out-
. of-state organizations takes place.
through the mall: IT Ou receive
literature from a. charity asking for
money, examine the materials closely
to-see how your donation will be spent.'
Check out the reputation of these
organizations by writing the .National
Information •Bige_a_u_a_a_lionvy_o_fit
organization that has tabl' h d
ratings for fund-raising organizations- -
based upon examinations of their
solicitation practices, management of
funds, and yearly audits. The National
Information Bureau can provide you
with a booklet entitled "Wise Giving
Guide" that will detail their evaluations
of three hundred _ (300) charities.
Request the book by writing 419 Park
Avenue South, New York, New York
• 10016. .
The Philantropic Advisory Service of
the Council of Better Business Bureaus
also keeps records on over eight
thousand (8,000) charitable
organizations. If you write their ,
headquarters at 1150 17th Street, N .W
Washington, D.C. 20036, they will
provide you free of charge with up to
three reports on specific charities.
If you have a question concerning a
charitable organization and need
assistance in locating information
about the fund-raising group, contact
the Consumer Protection Divisiop
the Attorney General's Office, Frank-
fort, Kentucky 40601: Our office has
found it can most effectively deal with
writ* complaints and encoUrages you
to write If•you-have a consumer com-
plaint. However, • if you have. an
-emergency sittratia; litt-tolt-frkg-
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ROSES - 
MurrayWest Ky. ExpO. Center -Murray
Mayfield Mtisic Center— -
WCBL Benton Radio Station
-Gatlin Musk-eel-it& - Paducah
atutnf/tit 'concert bCc
umner ani he
ADVANCE TICKETS: Adults - 100, Students '400, Children (6-12) sr°
Tickets Available at
West Ky. Expo. Center
Adults s3"; Students 'V, Children (6-12) $1"
Sponsored by The American Legion
Saturday,Dec. 10,730p.m.
All Proceeds will go to the
Legion Baseball
TiCkets Available At:
West Ky., Expo. Cente
MansVVorkl,.
• .
Admission Adults '4.00, Students '300, Children (6-12).2'
Five (5) vehicles constitute a class. Three -classes by weight in two (2)
divisions as follows — plus open class. Winner take all in 7,000 pound -
maximum class.
Admission Adults 14", Students
3500 Pounds Under Stock
5500 'Pounds Under Stock
6500 Pounds Under Stock
3500 Pounds Under Mildified
5500 Pounds Under Modifled..
6500 oun nder Modified -
?1.;iglit, tO inchthi drtter• safety equipMent
Dennison Hunt
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Broncos Better Mark To
10-1, Robt Colt's 27-13
By_41,021. SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Ted Marchibroda and the
Baltimore Colts are the latest
to learn what is becoming
gespel around the National
l000tball League:- the Denver
.14-7 on a fourth-quarter toueh- You get in. there, you ought not touchdowns in the first half
down by rookie Tony Dorsett. come out without any points,'_; and the New England defense
The Redskins now Ire 'three Landrivhariged his mind' made them itand up, sacking
however, and Roger Staubach Philadelphiaquarterback Rongames back at 6-5, but have a
slim chance at the NFC wild. sneaked over for a first down. Jaworski eight times.
On the next play, Dorsett - Chargers 30, Seahawks 28
• 
card playoff berth. -
hurdled the line for the. game- Dan Fouts, who rejoined 
•
The' Pittsburgh Steelers, 74, We have said the Ohio Valley Conferenielii.goingto be
N9eatiees'are- for reaL - took- over- sole -possession or winning score. -L-SwitriMeg° last- week afterliTh' --stronger this season and it appears as if we'll find out just
The Broncos jumped to a 14-
S halftime lead over Baltimore
In Sunday's battle of division
leaders, saw the Colts close to
within 11-13, then_turned them
back with two fourth-quarter
touchdowns postiag 27-11._
victory.
"You have to give Denver
credit," said Marchibroda,
impressed by the offense led
as high asAy- sm./wising Craig Morton The Minnesota Vikingsigot became only the third player wer_actdoira 42114 e, ste. rn L.'s 
probably Toorend we know the Big ifite_hetter
• 
is
iia-ffie rugged Orange -hick onthe winning track with - MrLhistorrthitlirttinrver-figUireg-iis turn, ran out, than the_ovc. ,
the OVC schools will
first place in the AFC Central, Steelers 23, it  20
beating the New York Jets 23- . Bradshaw completed
20 as Terry Bradshaw threw scoring strike; of 37 yards to
two touchdown passes and the John Stallworth and 5 yards to
Steelers picked off five Jets Lynn Swann, and Franco
aerials. The other three teams Harris ran 1 yard for a Pitt-
_ the ..clivision, Cinannati„-Sh_urgh AnicbdOwn.r- but , Roy
Cleveland and Houston, are Gerela's 37-yard_ field goal
tied. for second place at 6-5 in with 5:58 to play proved to be
the league's closest divisional the winning margin,
race - Harris gained 83 yards and
'defense. "This was probably a 13-6 triumph over Green Bay 6,000 yards in his first six provided the ting points
the biggest game they've been as Chuck Foreman ran _s_easons, joining Jimmy for the '49ers, who. got 190 
Ton16 , prove
themselves as there are several attractive games. We of-
in, .and they played almost, through ..the. 'snow for 101 Brown and 0. J. Simpson. - yards rushing from Willnir- - ficially beghr- 'the ,- basketball predictifs with today's - -
errorless football." ' ' yards. That put the Vikingk.7-• ... Vijdngs 13, Packers 6 Jackson. ' -'The flroned now are 10-1,- 4,-onegarrisahad otChittagO . Chuck Foreman-Msbed for - .
  filet:lest-record-in the league---ore Nr-C Centr0.-.. 101-yardtraticillob-bee-hooked - a
up with Sammy White for a 40-
yard scoring strike through ,
And the Los Angeles Rams
stayed two games' ahead of
Atlanta in the NFC West,
blanking the Cleveland
Browns 9-0 in another game
played in snow, ,It wag only tile
fifth time the Browns have
been blanked in 367 regular-
season games. •
attend this initial meeting. . and dashed 73 yards -for the field oralanday," sakaanilm-, 
been hanging around the $2.7 million for a relief pit-




CHARLOTTE, N.C. - Pre- ran 6 yards for an insurance hose cl b is 0-25
%cc _Humphries of sbeib2,... score with 1:14  left, but
N.C., was killed when a Chevy JacksoliTTIrwas what tamed
II he was driving collided with the Colts.
two other airs in a 15-car pile- Cowboys 14,1tedskins 7
up chu-ing the Turkey 100 stock With the score tied 7-7 in the
lir race- at Metrolina Speed- fourth period, Dallas had the
way. He was 37. ball on the Redskins' 2-yard
:ROME --:-Robert -Elmore, a' ane with fourth down and-one
former Wichita State yard needed fora filst down.
basketball player, was-Jound "My first inclination was to
*id In his apartment, ap•--gcr-for-the--fiehl- gogd,-"‘said
p41„ arently a victim of_ drug Cowboys Coach Tom Landry.
"I just felt like that whenabuse. He was M.
y out, luwlu 
Joiner with a 17-yard touch-
r e how much-stronger it will be within the next few weeks.
down_pass and defensive end 
One of the claims always made by the OVC teams has
Fred Deim raced 22 
yards with wbeehant hasimppelyns: .bring an SEC team to an OVC school and see
'an interception for another That happened in Cookeville Saturday night as Tennessee
fourth-quarter seore, leading Tech Opened their new fieldhOuse with a 72-71- win over
the qargara.000e.goatuo. • Vanderbilt. Fine, Vaady isn't going ko be a powerhouse in
Fouts completed 19 of 26 the SEC this year. But -Tennessee Tech isn't going to be a
passes for log yards in ids powerhouse in the Ohio Valley either.
season debut. The OVC didn't suffer any Saturday as Western lost 87-81
40ers 141, swiss t9 Michigan, which was playing without Phil Hubbard. But,
And who is king of them all?
Heavyweight champion
two years after its your racquet and go over 
and millionaries of Lymon Muhammad Ali, a high school
shutout of the season. - hit tin au hoot 1,L •sa-against-BosSoelr4-03-11lilit ePttweirhe ttektwA7Pais the
Basket .Stanback scored the backboard." 
}lisle $3 million, Ftichie Zisk $3 Army test of putting round
• passes to Don McCa e and Dan Pastorini -threw three Ine am• country as an antidote to
Vietnam and Watergate, is on Fancy Farm at FARMINGTON by five - The
• sporte tifogitil makers of- lost 90.68 last week tit Winne but stayed close until the final-
tires, toothpaste at& panty. . four minutes. They should be able to win at home.
hose have capitalized on this Trigg County at MURRAY HIGH by eight - The Wildcatsheady phenomenon to push do not have much size this season. The-Wildcatareturefour -
their products through TV and 
starters: 6-0- Rickr.Radford, 6-9 Mike-Wright-15-2* John -
Ben Travis and 5-9 Carl Miller,other sponsorships. The
result: Dollars cascade into 
However, that experience may not be enough to over-
athletes' pockets like-'4 --:21b-ettgligle-g's true ta (atirtro-ttlt h691.-7-4X-#MPelieliCeti-YHigh
both Atlanta touchdowns on 1- Sun. "OkaY, PuP•" --Eatilleit-rtt Alike-Torres-$2-----Pelietn-rerd•b31"--11 
His take---
yard plunges. Congrast these with similar million. 
to date: $40 million-plus.
The Falcons hay gi scenes a couple of decades ago Latest Pro tennis figurese ven up
inst 03 points in.11.games and - whr parents were berating e_1147„._,,-LtmitiY Connors has
have a shot at the record for their offittring: "No, you can't earnen liwi6X in Prize money
fewest points allowed in a 14- go out and play until your 
alone this year and Chris
game season, 133 by -Min- lessons are all don - that is , 
Evert $603,134. Guillermo









They lead defending Super
Bowl „Champion Oakland by
- gartes In the American
Football Conference's West
Denver a newcomer to the
ranks of the NFL's elite, but
four more familiar names -
Dallas, Pittsburgh, Minnesota
and Los Angeles -'
Buffalo plays at Oakland 
pelletti led a solid! ground By wiLLGRaisLEy Succeed." Instead, this goes to
Strengthened their playoff 
tonight in a game which the 
game.o  Cappelletti s 7-yard
chances with victories Sun- ouc down run and Rafael AP Special Correspondent 
the ne'er-do-well, the guy who
day_ ItleDallar. _e_owboysek within_ striking distance: 
of 
Se_ ptien's 18-yard field 'goal Take a acene in a typical played hooky to 
shoot baskets
• • on The -- school -grounds-
, Raiders, 8-2, must win to stay
took a_ - _Denver iirthe AFC • West anti •uma. Lwo-game- 
_wasei e urathe onlyAnseletScoresszietenscbut _Mil_ father— tivaun, cFssetedli -
the snow as beat ca emics Bei
Green Bay.
, Rams 9, Browns 0
29 plisses for 172 yards for-Los- By
Angeles while Lawrence Superstar AthletesPat Haden completed 20- of
Mccutcheon and John Cal)' _
ference's Eastern Division by Morton staked the Broncos The Bengals beat the Giants Son: "Hitting -the books, shots.
edginjg_arth-rivil_Washinikaa - to their early lead-With touch:- - -heating the weather- Ket mer„,,=-,--Get __ltheavY test coming 
America's new symbol of Pro basketball players
- • , -down passes of 41 yards by Anderson fired three first,half iutuunvw." slicce1s and affluence isn't the iliTarage 
$110,000 a year, with
Adult Cap- Rick Upchurch and 19 to Jack touchdown Passes. including a Mother, 
provoked: Rhodes Scholar. It is the guy K a reem A bd u 1 -J abbe r
Dolbin. Baltimore came back 58-yard bomb to wide receiver thougA1 I 6Id you to quit 
who can Threada 40-yard teas heading the list at $600:000.
' in the second half for a touch- Billy Brooks on Cincinnati's messing around with your 
with four linemen yanking -at Football's top stars draw
League Will down and two field goals first play from scrimmage, lessons. Get your • 
bat and his hip bones, lob home runs between $200,000 and $450,000
behind the crisp, short passing before tbe snow came. ' glove and go over to the park 
into the upper tiers, sink 25- a season.
- of Bert Jones. •
 -.0.,.er_sf„..,tolus..4u..„theLrei_Lalit the fronvninnet for
; frord fib Tor
-witieb-deminated-tbe-
the AFC wild card. Bengali; 30. r.fants you doing?" pracVce his tennis and golf $100,050,-27 above $M,000.National Fooiball Con-
-more 
Toul t:soneoothteQtleamdinoreg
• Twenty-five golfers earned
money winner with 010,653.
9201-000. -11•0111- women_
golfers won more than- • -.SY-MSONIA-at-gt---Mary-br
. _____Anutker_ sce.ne.„ aAo.ther...... _The PrlAt tagt_ith We Wiest
The --'1Wiirray-Callowal:Ille t's hom-e same year, 1977: lot of baseball freements are
Lydell-Mitchell -both- -touchdown passes,- includ
running backs. suffered a . twa- to. Ken Burrough, then . . - -
CeuntY- Parks and Recreattan critical interception in the coasted pasuRsosas city. Rob Eatheretoaoon„ breaking for_ enought to blow the mind Ron
Department will hold an final period. .Carpenter rushed for 149 the front door: "Where do you Blomberg, a New . York
organizational meeting for the With 7:20 to go in the game, yards and Ronnie Coleman for think you're - _going. , Yankees first baseman who
Adult Basketball League he _tried. to, d p a pass to .-101 Tor uve oirers, whili Ton Archibaldr— A -payed only one game the last
McCauley in the flat. But Wilson scored on a pair of 1- Son: "Gotta run down to the lwo seasons, signed a four-
Monday, Dec. 5, ar,7:00 p.m., .
at the Murray Qty Hall. library, pop. Gotta finish ibis year contract with theDenver linebacker Tom yard runs.





Basketball Predictions Begin Today
Eastern Kentucky ht MINNESOTA by eight -- Eastern
Mid very well keep- It thise.--They'll be one of the -most
improved teams in the league; however Minnesota should
be favored by a larger point span.
Middle Tennessee at ORAL ROBERTS by three --I:only
because it's in Tuba. With a bonafide, big-league center,
Middle could crack the top 20 this, year.
Arkan,5as-Pine Bluff at MURRAY STATE by 21 -
„ Arkansas-Pine Bluff must be hidden somewhere in _the
bluffs. We know nothing about thenrtmd have not recilved a
single press release from the school. The Racers shouldn't
face much competition until Saturday vitien they play at
'Samford. For an idea on how good Samford will be, keep an
eye open for their game tonight. Samford plays at Ten-
Troy-State at AUSTfN PEAY by four- The inclinatian is
to pick Troy State because they usually have a pretty fair
little balklub. However, though Austin Peay.ght be down
somewhat, you have to gO with the Goys. - '
Campbell College at EAST TENNESSEE by 26 - It will
be Camphell'R Soup_ThaSucs may be the most improved
team in the OVC.
Looking at the high school scene, top-ranked Mayfield
will open their season Tuesday at Wingo.
- cartmialf etri10-Wfth a frOnt line of 6-9,6-6 and 6-5 in
fidditiOn to having 6-3 Joey Shelton as a wing guard. They
. can certainly be regarded as one of the top 20 teams in the
state. However, since several. of Mayfieid's players, in-'
• cluding Shelton, played Friday in the state 2-A cham-
pionship football game, it may be a while before they reach
their peak.
Here's a look at 'ruepday's games: -
Heath at BALLARD MEMORIAL by 12 - Ballard will be
no powerhouse in the First Region but will be good enough
to beat Heath simply because the Bombersplayed so well in
their loss -to--Lone -  -Mary Thanksgiving
ng Hurt
viitn, 34, .a.3441eadehlefs etr.,-_-:iuld_soarpla_y baseball." sofeetyePti.orttsbita_lanzt juguer a dtbalauroat , It's a weird almost un--meet -But JonesTwitoceleted
- miles per hour.
-11 fathemable the •
waterfall.
Patriots 14, -Eaglet There's been an abrupt turn-
Steve Grogan passestfor two around in the morals of nor-
Mal family life,1 shift In -the





priorities, a new set of rules
for pointing Junior toward a
financially secure future.
Ws no longer the so-called
•• "brain" - straight A's,
pretident of the Latin-Society
..and valedictorian - whose
bespectacled visage in the
high school yearbook carries




Dixieland Center 26344 17019
Beauty Box 25,4 111,4
HawAilautrarar, . - 74.......211  
Thurman Furniture 23 
Paradise Kennels - 
21
Murray Ins • 
23 21
Bank of Murray 
. 22 22
Peoples Bank  •  
21 23
Personality Beauty Shop 2°16 24
Jerry's Restaurant 15
Rose's 14





- High Team Game (HC) 
809
Beauty Box 
Murray Ins, • 
1087






















HodgeHI Ind. Game (HC) 
214
209
























Lois Smith  
163 
160
Zandra Bailey . . 158
Mildred Rodeo  156
Sondra Rice
Debbie Hopper. . ..  149
.  153
Betty Parriah.-4 .  .
Jeanette WIlliamViii
Pat Willett .  . 14.
Males* 144cratfion .'.. : ' 141.
.0 Barbara Hendon . . ' .1. 147'
- with.9300.000.for.
ching the Grand Prix- stan-
dings, is going for 4800,000.
Olympic figure skating
queen Dorothy Hamill made a
quick million as a pro, $300,001t-
for a TV commercial.
Final PGA golf tour statistics
FOOTBALL
MONTREAL • -- Quar-
terback Sonny •- Wade fired
three touchdown passes in a
Sketch _ ...111*.t0s. of the,
seamd halt as the Montreal
Alouettes broke open the 1977
Grey Cup Game en route to a
41-6 victory over the




ihree•••-The -Rough- Riders ,
featuring Tim Allred who rates as one of the top players in
this end of the state, should be gad enough to win one on the
road.
Iteldland-at FULTONTOUNTY by 20 The Pads can
beat anyone on a given night. 'Murray High found that to be
true last year. And this year, Fulton County has plenty of
talent and another year of experience.
MAYFIELD at Wingo by six-Don't be surprised if
Wingo pulls off the upset of the year. First of all, they've
played six games and are 5-1. Wingo is not a bad club at all
and they have enough -muscle to stay on the boards. If
Mayfield wins big, -Men look ,for the Cardinals
defeated for quite some time:- - - .
The high school picks, which will probably start out
rather poorly and improve as the season wears on, should
wind up around .720 for the Season. The OVC is so balanced
the picks there will do well to wind up .600. For football-this
_ Past SS.t..M.the-._high achOdpickswere.90-_24.1or-a-.790mark-
while the OVC picks were 35-18 for a .660 mark. For the past
two years, the high school grid picks are 184-37 for an as-
piracy mark of:O.
Your Ears Pierced FREE,





eteata inweighirgeeic, neeenic senpicel gee*, •
etenens sten panne, Owls Pereinel comet re.
















- Introducing the 1978 Audi Fox -
the five paskriger sports sedan that
perfornis' like two cars in one. As an economy
car,-ingets 37 mpg on the highway and 24 mpg in the city, EPA esti-
mates* And as a sports car, it goes from 0-50mph in 81 seconds. All
__this, plus-front-wheel drive for great handling - - -
So why just drive when you can Fox Trot? Come &today aad
test drive the 1978 Audi Fox. You'll see for oravi ONE or an LEGE±
• yourself why it the exciting alternative to PORSCH
everyday driving. • +AUDI- • 1078 EPA en imateis with starelard transmission Actual mil- eage you net may vary •i-L
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Michigan Escapes With
8-7-81 Win Over WKU
By The Associairl Press
Micfiigan-Coach ./16Eany Orr
• says -guard Dave Baxter has
been "waiting for his chance"
for three years. Now that the
waiting is over, Baxter is ap-
parently, .anrcious. to make_ up
for Iasi time.
Almost singlehandedly,
Baxter, a 6-foot-3 senior
guard, destroyed Western
Kentucky in Michigan's 87-81
victory here Saturday night. It
. . „
•
was the sepon opener for both
-
Connecting on 11 of 15 shots
from the field, Baxter scored
28 points and had 11 assists as
he guided the 13th-ranked
Wolverines' offense against a
surprisingly ttubhorn yestern
Kentucky squad.
In fact, the Hilltoppers were
leading 70-69 with 6:28 left in
the game when Baxter's 22-
foot jump shot put Michigan
Westphal Scores 48 At"
Suns Run Past Nuggets
- ••••
-By/be-Associated Press -
"When Paul -Westphal is
hot," says Phoenix Suns_
Coach John MacLeod, "you
want to make surehe has the
basketball." • •
Wheri Paul Westphal is hot -
and has the basketball, the
Suns usually shine.
The Phoenix guard was
blazing Sunday night, scoring
48 points to set personal and
team highs for a game in
leading the Suns to a 115-97




-Pete -Miraviciii' scored 41
points and Leonard "Truck"
Rbbinson-- " collecteii 19
rebounds to carry New
Orleans past Kansas City for
its fifth consecutive victory.
Maravich scored 27 points in
the fourth quarter for New
Orleans, which made 66.7
-percent of its shots in the third
period and shot 60 percent in
the fourth.
Otis Birdsong led the Kings
with 23 points.
Trail Blazers too, Lakers 93
Lloyd Neal equaled his
career high by scoring 33
points - 24 above his average
And a modest one at that. "I to carry Portland past Los
think of the few shots I missed Angeles.' Neal replaced
more than those I made," said Maurice Lucas, who missed-
Wes•tptiKT•,VITO et-f,trdtcd byhis Meth
one point the club record -set due to bronchitis, and-scored
by Alvan Adams and Gail 23 of his points in the first half.
Goodrich and bettered " by - Earl Tatum led Los Angeles
(eight points the personal best with a career-high 25 points.
he-set last 'season:' • Nets 99, &Per Sallies 96
Denver's David Thompson, Center George Johnson
the National Basketball blocked three shots in the last
Association's scoring leader three minutes and scored a
with 27.6 points per game, was crucial basket to lead New
held to 24 points ,by the Suns. Jersey over Seattle.
Daif-aaeli-ras secondlor the The Nets trailed by -a-point
Nuggets with 17. - with 3:27 remaining and ran
. In -the other NBA_ games -off --six. straight points, in-
Sunday - night; the New. chiding, Johnson's'my-in, to
Orleans Jazz beat the Kansas take a 95-90 lead with 1:13 Wt.
CityKings 115-106. the Per- They held on for their first
tland_ Trait esers_ bested the _road victory of the season and
Los Angeles Lakers 100=93 and only their third in 19 games.
the New York Nets topped the Kevin Porter paced the Nets
Seattle Super Sonics 99-96. with 23 points. Gus Williams
hfftfle ftifSeattle-. -
Sports Calendar
MONDAY - East Calloway at Dover; Dyersburg vs.
Murray state women at 5: ID p.in. Molt SPorts XfetrC -
Arkansas-Pine Bluff vs. Murray State Racers at 7:30 p.m. in
IttSU Spouts Arens. -
TUESDAY - Southwest Calloway at North Calloway for
boys' and girls' games beginning at 6:30 p.m. with the girls'
game the first to be played; the Calloway County girls' team
will play at Fulton City,with the freshman boys' game set to
begin at 6:30 p.m, and the Murray High Tigers open their
basketball season by hosting Trigg County. The preliminary
game, between the two jayvee boys' teams, will begin at 630
WEDNESDAY - The Murray State women's track team
will hold their fund-raising Jog-A-Thon beginning at 3:30
p.m. at.Stewart Stadium. The Murray State Lady Racers
play at Vanderbilt. Murray State will host Bethel College of
McKenzie at 7:30 p.m. in the MSU Sports Arena.
THURSDAY - The Murray High girls will open their
season with a game at Fulton City. The preliminary game at
6:30 p.m. will feature the two freshman boys' teams. The
Calloway County girls will play at home against Lone Oak.
The two frosh boys' teams will play in the 6:30 preliminary
contest.
FRIDAY - Murray High will meet Paducah Tilghman in a
rematch of last season's First Region championship game.
The first contest, which will begin at 6:30 p.m. at Tilghman,
will be between the two boys' jayvee teams. Also, Calloway
County will host Ballard Memorial Friday, The jayvee boys
will playthe preliminary at 6:311p.m.
SATURDAY - Murray State's Racers will play a 7:30 pin.
game in Birmingham, Alabama, against Samford Univer-
sity. It will be a "homecoming" for two of the Racers,
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back in front to stay.
In other weekend games in-
volving Kentucky basketball
teams, Kenny Elliot scored 28
points to lead Eastern Ken-
tucky to an 80-73 victory over
Northern Kentucky at Rich-
rnopA
tndraniltrdlli; Dave
Aricelet scored his team's last
six points - half of his own
game total - to give Indiana
Central a 68-61 victory over
Morehead.
In semifinal games
'Saturday night of the
Bellarrnine Tip-Off Tour-
nament, Bellarmine defeated




behind some good players for
three years now and he's been
waiting for his chance," Orr
said after the game at Bowling
Green. "This was a great way
for him' to start off his senior
year."
For his part, •Baxter had
only kind words for Western
Kentucky, which ,lost to
Michigan 94-70 last year at
Ann Arbor.
"They kept coming at us
and I like that," Baxter said.
"They didn't quit."
Michigan won the game at
the foul line, where they con-
nected on 17 of 18 shots. The
Wolverines made 10 of their
last 12 points from the charity
_st.-y.43.. Western- Ke1114ckY-'meanwhile, hit on 19 of 32 free
throws. .
The Hilltoppers were
charged _With just one foul in
the first half, while the
Wblverinesweie charged with
15, but Orr said he didn't have
too many complaints about
the officiating.
`TRACK Si FIELD
HOUSTON - British Olym-
pian Nick Rose fought off a
Late challenge by Craig Virgin
and won' the 1977 Men's
National AAU Cross Country,
championship.
Rose, representing the Ma-
son-Dixon Athletic Club, fin:
r-ecorcilime_Of
14 3 cLs theminutes, . secon over
61/4-mile course along
Houston's Buffalo Bayou.
Virgin, of Athletics West, was
clocked in 30:22.8.
 The CO-16nd° -Tracir-Chtb,-
which placed four runners
among the top 25: won the
team title with a cumulative
158:04 clocking. The Knoxville
Track Club was second with a
time of 159:31.
(MURRAY I I to TIMES)




LEXINGTON, X. (Ar) -
Despite a 110-86 victory in
Kentucky's debut against
Southern Methodist,
basketball Coach Joe B. Hall
was not in a celebrating mood.
He stewed in the Wildcats'
dressing room Saturday night
because • his freshman
reserves came unglued in the
final 2% minutes and were
outscored 20-3. •
"Thal about blew my
mind," Hall said. "We lost_17.
points of the leadin theIast 2%-
minutes. The freshmen went
in with a 41-point lead and
came out with a 24-point lead.
That was vergy discouraging.
" 'In just --therettghly -
disgusted with their effort,"
he said. -They forgot
everything they were taught.
It certainly points up that we
don't have as deep a bench as
we thought we had. You could
see there at the last what can
happen if we had not been
playing well early."
The Wildcats have until
Dec. 5 to iron out their
problems before meeting
Indiana here.
"We're goingto need it (the
playing a lot better than they
did.
"The' main thing theyluiye
to do is keep their heads up
and not get down because
every freshman goes through
that," said Givens, who also
grabbed 13 rebounds.
The momentary lapse was
far from fatal,however. With
Rick Robey and Mike Phillips
scoring 23 and 22 points,
respectively, and combining
for 31 rebounds, Kentucky
dominated the game froiti,the
start.
"1.. was very pleased. with
our inside people tonight,"
Hall said, "and the, fast break
by Robey and Phillips- was
very good to see: Both of them
are --much- quicker this year
and it showed tonight."
Joe Swedlund led SMIJ with
2g points, including 18 in the
first half when the Mustangs
drew to within 48-36.
"That's not abnormal for
him," said SWIG Cciach SontiY..
Allen. "We wanted to get down
quick and get the ball to him
before their defense setup."




After watching his. top-
ranked North Carolina Tar
Heels beat Oregon State 94-63
in their first game of the
college basketball -season,
Dean .,Smith gave them
passing grades in offense and
rebounding and an A-plus in
defense.
Joe Hall's marks were not
so high for his reserves at
Kentucky:
"They forgot everything
they've been taught," he said
after the second-ranked
Wildcats scored a 11046
victory over Southern
Methodist Saturday night.
Hall ' was particularly Akron 91-81. -
disturbed that substitutes- Amp* the other ranked
let ma-point-lead dwindle to 24' teamt, 'No. - 11-Syrikuse
in the last three minutes. . crushed Cornell 88-61; No. 12
- Smith,meamehile, was less -.Purdue, stopped Xavier Aatia
critical in assessing his team's 90-82; No. 13 Michigan beat







' ran isius 91, Geneseo 83
Connecticut 73, Fordham 62
Manhattan 87, C. W. Post 83
Morris Harvey 76, Pittsburgh 72
Princeton 80, Colgate Si
Spring Garden 82, Urnnus 76
Syracrlse 88, Cornell 61."That's a real scrappy,
spunky bunch of players SOUTH
Sw•DY has.'" Hail-laid* "1 PRVItPer7Y;a1Z.eor%i % rtile  
------
ith an 82.-75 W 
iau 





layoff l," said forward JEW thought his guarci.s.penetr.iitad Duke Kt,JohnsHaPlams 49 • Rh-O-de - h.s after-hitecmiSsion. ,
-estVellft7  Sun rrl Lye_ _IvaiPurorrrliarmolwerl 94, Presmitrs 
Itihrvt St JoSCP ,
with 30 points. "We're going to
have to have the freshmen_
playing better than they did.
It's It shame they had to go
through that first game





Army 17, Navy 14
Holy Cross 35, Boston Col. 20
1,ehigh 30.,3dassachusetts3
Penn. St. 15, Pittsburgh ,13
-
• ci a
really a good 9hooter from the
outside. He got his shot off real
'quick." , 
,
Givens' points came despite _.
,a strained shoulder that
forced him to the bench for an
ice pack in the second half. His
performance vaulted him
from Ilth to eighth on the list
of_ icOntitrity4R. • All-time 
.scorers, passing Solumy Cox;. .
.Pat Riley and CliffHagan.' tfontanwSMSmadePacifit-W---------earatina7--- The Beavers Da,ve Baxter's 28 points and IT
"It didn't bother my - North Dakota 101. Rocky MounUun St.. asserted themselves:only (mice - assists led Michigan over
• shooting too much because it's 62Northwestern 92,W Mino' 78 in the game, taking a three- Western Kentucky.
• my light -Eittn,"•maid the let- Notre Dame Ill, bessUisi;p10 , . -Alabama 48, Auburn 21 thanded Givens. "It hurt more Qkla State 77, Tulsa 0 
If .. -
Florida 3t, Mlami, Fla. 14 - : / Pwdue Xa 4̀'' ,43112 ' • r -the-Tat----1teels ran off 18 ' freshman Greg Hawkins
fteorgia-Tech TO aeorgtxT on the free throws bemuse the &Dakota I.?61 Wws_bnern
Toledo 96, umand 43... straight points and virtuallyright hand has so much to sio valparatso 90. WMichi an 79 Wrapped up the game wan a
. with -guiding the ball. It didn't Wichita St 79, ons 72 , 44-29 halftime lead. Mike
- bother my shootinkes much r---______sonnagass, _______ - -„,. -01Koreajed,thrwiAners srith
is I thought it would because kikil/ISBA (t5.. SIVMo -§t 47 -
it was really sore." N Texas St 76, Central St Oklahoma 69 
21 points and Phil Ford had 20.
, Jatik Givens had 30. pointsKyle Macy, playing his first -, FAR WEST and Rick Robey 23, leadinggame 'after a year of - caAri7:0(1.;72.4rieTinitlyi7 ,5t •
Kentucky over SMU. ;the
'ineligibility, scored 16 points Colorado St. 97, Portland St 93 WiltiefitS had a 104-621ead withatueity and handed.- est-- -;- aftwwatar&rashoSt.-441_•--- --- . ___7__ . -_ .-_ ---.- --- - ---
Loyola, LA 86, Los Angeles St 68 , ,
'IiNvada-Las Vegas 85, NW Louisiana ,
-
San Francsico 100, San Francisco St 67
Southern Cal 65, Texas 64
Stanford 81, San Jose St. 80, OT '
UCLA 75, Brigham Young 73
Washington St. 67, Puget Sound 65
--incTbarwilmorantorary-rx----Put-CtrwilITgr-25--:pdhlta-
-!..1rmigliss,t 1-03. NE Oklahoma 81 60 for the championship of the paced Cincinnati over Akron.
Mississippi Si 95 Spider Classic at Richmond, The victory was the Bearcats'
swarolina a 97, A 79 V_a,.; Virginia walloped V1141„6,Ist___consecutive home WWI
North Carolina 94., Oanocrtjant 63
Soulh Carolida 61 e0055 90-70 and captured- the - victory the longest trniong
Tennessee St 96. Minot* 71 Virginia Tip-Off Tournament major college teams-.
entucky 110, SMU 86
Tennessee rot: Techt  7j,c .Vvri- der hilt 71
W Virginia 85, F:airlsighinglirnm;72 50 
at Charlottesville, Va., and the • Marty Byrnes and Dan
Sch
MIDWEST
Ball St 80, Houston Baptist 67
-of the three plisses of the 3:29 left before the reserves
game, offense, defense and came in and lost, almost half of
best," he said. "It made our
rebounding, our defense was the 42-point advantage
While Hall was critical of his
offense. And on the offensive team, Digger Phelps couldn't
boards, I thought we played find. anything wrong with his
very. aggressively for the Notre Dtune squad after the
second and third shots." Fighting Irish subdued
Elsewhere in the- top Teri,. • Missiasirci: Don Willisms and
No. 4 Notre Qame crushed Kelly Tripucka combined for
_ 32 points, sparking NotreMississippi 11142; fifth
ranked San Francisco trim- Dame's balanced offense.
med San Francisco State 100- Winfard &Ines scored 26
67; sixth-ranked UCLA- Points And James Hardy 23,
defeated Brigham Young 7543 Pacing San Francisco's rout of
Saturday night' and Seattle san _Francisco State. Hardy,
106-73 Sunday; No. 7 Arkansas the 6-foot4 forward PhOIS
hammered Southwest center while Bill Cartwight
Missouri State 65-47, and recovers from a broken arm,
ninth-ranked Cincinnati beat
half, when whr7enP°inthtse 
in
nDOnathe "embrokae
open the game with':a.
margin. -
Forhard James Wilkes' tip-
hiItt ille buzzer gave UCLA its
Saturday night victory Over
gobhora Brigham. Y oung, _
14 Maryland bed American marking Gary Cunningham's
University 78-65 Sunday in the debut as head coach with the
first round of the Maryland Bruins. Cunningham, who
replaced Gene Bartow this
season, made it a two-game
weekend sweep, beating
Seattle Sunday -as David
Greenwood scored 21'points.
Tipoff Tournament; No. 16
Minnesota lost to South
Carolina 62-55; No. 17 Wake
Forest defeated UNC-
Wilmington 83-79, and No. 20
St. John's outscored Old Arkansas whipped South-
Dominion 81-75 in winning the west Missouri State behind
Joe Lapchick Tournament in .a.--wiarvin Delph's 20 points. The
New York. Razorbacks led only 29-25 at
In other action, Clemson the half, but quickly built a 39-
won its IPTAY Tournament . , . .
University of he* Orleans won ayes each red 14 points,
its New Orleans Classic with a leading Syracuse _over COP.
90-66 thumping of Tennessee- net Jerry Sichting sank four
Cindinnati 91, Akron 81
Dayton 87, Cal-Hayward 50 Chattanooga, free throws in the final
411414ano75CIWOltilli 59
Grambling 55, Southern 3b. lb
MUER. Wyoming 7
Tennessee 42, Vanderbift 7
Virginia Tech 27, VMI 7
surrinst
N, Dakota St. 20, N. Michigan
- Wabash 37, Minn.-Morris II
SOUTNITEST
Baylor 46, 'ICU 9
Brigham Young68. Texas-El Paso 19
itoustditit,IRteett
Texas 57, Texas A&M 28
W. Texas St. 28, S. Illinois 9
,
EAR WEST
Boise St. 44, Idaho 14
Colorado St. 13, Utah St. 10
Hawaii 24,S. Carolina 7
Long Beach St. 0, Bowling Given 28
New Mexico 41, Utah 24
10 assists.
Reserve guard Joey--
Ceravold netted 14 for SMU,
while Jeff Swanson scored 11
and T.J. Robinson tailed 10, all
in the first half.
Texas Must Beat Irish
To Finish Number One
By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON
AP Sports Writer
If No. 1-ranked Texas
defeats Notre Dame in the
Cotton Bowl, does anyone else
have a realistic shot at trip
National championship?
"Nab, they got it," says
Barry Switzer, who coaches
third-ranked Oklahoma, "and
if they beat Notre Dame they
deserve it."
But?
In other words, what if fith-
ranked Notre Dame knocks off
Texas? That probably would
touch off a bunch of No. 1
claims for The Associated
Press Trophy that would
make the gold Rush resemble
a leisurely stroll in the park.
In fact, the anticipation is
already beginning even
though front-running Texas,
the nation's only unbeaten
team, completed an 11-0
regular-season Saturday with
its own version of The Camp-
bells Are Coming in a-57-28
thrashing of 12th-ranked
Texas A&M. That's running
back Earl 27 carries, 222
yards, four touchdowns
Campbell and defensive end
Tim four tackles, one sack
Campbell.
"If Texas doesn't beat Notre
Dame, then we daerve the
national championship if we
beat Arkansas in the Orange
Bowl," Switzer said following
Oklahoma's 38-7 rout of 11th-
ranked Nebraska m Friday.
But 'what about, second-
tanked Alatirma, a 481 1
"Alabama played Nebraska
and lost while we destroyed
Nebraska," Switzer said. "I
think Alabama's got to go out
and kind of do to Ohio State -
which we also beat - like we
did to-Nebraska;" -
Alabama and Oklahoma
have 10-1 records, So do No. 4.
Michigan, which meets No. 14
Washington in the Rose Bowl;
No. 6 Arkansas, a 17.14 come-
from-behind winner over
,Texas Tech on Thanksgiving.
Day No. 7 Kentucky, whose
Season is over because of
NCAA probation, and no. 9
Penn State, which edged. No.
10 Pitt 15-13 and has a Fiesta
Bowl date with No, 19
Arizona State. The Sun Devils
became the Western Athletic
Conference's Fiesta
representative Friday night
by swatting Arizona 23-7.
And you can make book that
Notre Dame, 9-1 with a
regular-season game
remaining against Miami of
Florida next Satufday night,
will have a few things to say
about the rankings if it
disposes of Texas?
The post-season bowl line-up
was completed over the
weekend and it looks like this:
Cotton Bowl-No. 1 Texas
vs. No. 5 Notre Dame.
Sugar Bowl-No.?
Alabama vs. No. 8 Ohio State
Orange Bowl .- No. 3
Oklahoma vs, No. 6 Arkansas.
Rose Bowl-No: 4 Michigan
vs. No. 14 Washington.
Fiesta, Bowl-No. 9 Penn
winner over Auburn Ad State vs. No. 19 AFizona state
for' a &owl' G..ter Bowl-No. 10 Pitt
nthRoTfogisief-tio. 13 Cletpoyi
Libery Bowl - No. 11
Nebraska vs. No. 15 North
Carolina.
Bluebonnet Bowl - No. 12
Texas A&M vs. Southern
California.
Tangerine Bowl - No. 29
Florida State vs. Texas Tech.
Sun Bowl - Louisiana State
vs. Stanford.
Peach Bowl - Iowa State
vs. North Carolina State. .
Hall of Fame Classic -
ryland vs._M4scturi.:
Independence Bowl -
Louisiana Tech vs. Louisville.
Not only did Pitt, Nebraska
and Texas A&M lose; so did
No. 17 UCLA, which droPPW a
29-27 thriller to Southern Cal
on Frank Jordan's 38-yard
field goal with two seconds
left. That kick knocked UCLA
out of the Rose Bowl in favor
of Washington and enabled
Southern Cal to- win its way to
the Bluebonnet Bowl.
The only other Top Twenty
team to see action over the
holiday weekend was No. 18
Brigham Young, which
Wallopped Texas-El Pisa 68-19
and gained a share of the WAC
championship with Arizona
State. However, the Cougars
wouldn't have gone to the
Fiesta Bowl in any event - 1
because they lost to Arizona
State and 2 because the game
15 or( a Sunday, which is a day
of rest in the Mormon Church.
Instead, BYU has lined up a
post-season trip to Japan.
In' other traditional windw
UPS, Army beat Navy for the
first time in five years, 17-14,
Sod 'holy Cross shoniCr
Boston-College 35-20.
Michigan 67,W Keritlicky 61
Oregon State had little- 'minute, helping Purdue hOi
Montana 77 Stout St Wis 67 chance against North off a late..rally by Xavier.
TOURNAMENTS
Clemson 82, Rhode Island 75
Ohio 78, ICU 64
St John's, NY 81, (Id Dominion 75
Lafayette 71, Niagara 60
1QwOrtearis90, 
Va Commonwealth 79, RIctunondG2
and senor Lawrence Boston
past American University.
The Terps meet Georgetown,
a 71-56-wtruier overNavy, -for -
the tournament title tonight.
Jim Graziano scored six of
his 21 points in the last six'
minutes, leading South
Ca.rolina's upsetot Minnesota:
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071




This week: Jerry's features an AU-
American tradition - grilled baby
beef liver smothered in onions We
add your choice of abotatoes.-sand
tossed salad. An old-fashioned
delight at an old-fashioned pr-tce
Good from 11 a.m. daily,






-Honest-Food at Honest PficeS!
- South -lab-Street- -
--- •
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Pork Producers To Meet
Extension specialists and
research scientists in the UK
College of Agriculture will be
Ton.the program of the annual
meeting of the Kentuaky Pork
Producers January 20-21 at
' the Executive Inn in Owen-
sboro.
The program will begin at 1
p.m. Friday. Topics to be
-discussed include sow feeding,
circulating watering systems,
swine waste management, use
of antibiotics in swine feeds
and how to reduce pork
production costs. On Satur-
day, speakers will cover herd
health, production of breeding
stock and future-trends in the
pork industry. •
Kerknicky's 1978 Pork Queen
will be selected' during • the -
annual meeting. A pork
producer from each area in
Kentucky will be hohored, and
the Pork All American will be
named. A Distinguished
Service Award will be
presented to a person who has
made outstanding con-












Complete Rations In Meal or Pellet For All Livestock.





Punters and Kennel Owners Ask About Our Kennel Price of 500
Lbs. and Over Approved By The National Research Council.
EQUIPMENT
witoroxfpg1RIBUTORS
Fawn Equipment, Livestock feeders and Waterers.
ANIMALHEALTH SUPPIJES-
- ktullAnd Complete Line of Products for Prevention 01 livestock
Disease 'Prescription Drugs Available Throogh Your Veterinarian,
Your Yetainarian•1444-ained anckluaiiiisd to-Ciwiss tow AR491111..
Health Needs We Work Together.
A NE1V SERVICE
VE7ERAVARY AWRITIONAL COUVOLJW.i
-COMPRISED OF: . •
RATION FORMULATION
HERD HEALTH RECOMMENDATIONS
PRE-114 AND FEED'ADDIT1YE ADVICE
Your neighbor Nutrena knows how to help.
•
We Can Mix To Your SgetifiCations'or Supply Complete Feed.
•
Tobacco Reports -




news office is now issuing
seasonal reports, according to
the U.S. Department- ,of
Agriculture (USDA).
Bill Martin, market news
supervisor wit% USDA's
Agricultural Marketing,
Service lAMS), said his office
will issue reports on 60 burley




tobacCO prites, qinintity sotrIt
quality of offerings and other
related marketing data.
A toll free number for
recorded tutu ket ihforrnation
is available to Kentucky
residents by calling 1-800-432-
9532. The automatic-
answering _device will be
updated at least twice daily
with information on 30 Ken-
tucky markets. At 11 a. m. the
previous day's sale figures
will be recorded, and at 7 p.m.
a summary of that day's







A report calling for in-
creaied state funding of ex-
tension activities in Kentucky
has4...b.een approved by the
Kentucky Farm Bureau
Board of Directors.
Prepared by a special five-
member committee of staff
Kid- directors, the report asks
the 1978 General Assembly to
increase extension funds to
pIsce "Kehtucky in a
favorable competitive position -
h -Ca& .iliiteS-01-Selailt
levels, travel funds and
programs."
- At least six pilot counties
The report also asks ad- have been tentatively selected
itional money to allow for for early participation in the
initiation of needed new ex- new program. Besides Scott,
tension programs in the state, they are Magoffin, Cum-
and to- fill vacant area berland, Muhlenberg, Ballard
specialist positions. Another and Bath. Alternates include
recominendation states that Henry, Owen, Breathitt
future state budgets should Allen, Todd and Carlisle.
indicate by line item the '
amount being appropriated CONSUMERISTS EMPLOY
for the extension program. DOUBLE STANDARDS
Currently extension funds Consumerists are hiding
are included in the public behind a shield of protessed
affairs section of the concern for the public good
University of Kentucky while engaging in "sub-
bt b calli 
budget, with allocations left-to terfuge, double standards and
may oain rePorts y ng
^tile discretion of the„school:s hicideriagAnclas„- according(606) 255•691CTIITrePoit will to
--4t6Ver' litifrey-Trlaticets In- an—eaders14. Under---the
isitt-state ared, and will
 be item method, the governor
and legislature Would
updated twice daily-10 Sin, --
Stipulate funding. levels' every
and tp.m,




• • • News Notes For Farmers -
For further details on
tobacco niarket nevis "in-
formation, 'Contact Bill
Martin, USDA-AMS Tobacco
Market News Office, Imperial
Towers, 333 Waller Ave.,
Lexington, Ky., 40504; or, call
f 606) -254-5626. —
Among the iindirigs noted in
the committee's report were
figures Showing that money
for extension staff salaries,
travel and supplies were
considerable below average
levels among states.- County
agents' salaries forliscal year
P37677- finked -491Y1
nation, less than the average
of other statei-br-some $2,0f10.
&Haul— Extension specialists'
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK Collage of Agriculture
Small eggs are featured
.."spedialr sfaiiiat ihI-
time of year. Are they a good
• buy?- If the priceldifference
per dozen between large eggs_
and small ones is More than
 the-dam--
eggs, the small ones on special
are a trargain.
• 715/815/915/ INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMBINES
PAY NO INTEREST UNTIL SEPTEMBER 1, 1978
Purchase a new International Harvester 715, 815, or 915
combine, take delivery before January 1, 1978, finance the
sale with International Harvester Credit Corporation, and
finance charges will be waived until September 1, 1978. See
your International Harvester dealer for all the details.
We also offer free interest on all7w tractors un-
til March 1,1978.
EQUIPMENT CO. INC.
Hwy. NE Phone 753-2215
are likewise some
$1,500-lower in Kentuciy than
other states, and the combined
effects of these salary dif-
ferentiralt- rite' causing-the
University of Kentucky to lose
a. number -of bapAt needed
personnel, and ire making it
extrememly difficult to fill
vaeaneies_wilh_ eualified
persons, the report said.
Reports _.on - research
through publications have
been reduced by 6eper cent,
the committee noted. Since
farmers must increasingly
depend on the results of basic
_and ,apyi‘ed research,





A new health profiles
program, which provides
mobile health testing facilities
to residents of rural areas,
was kicked off recently in
The program, sponsored in
part by Kentucky Farm
Bureau and participating
ceitety Farm Bizesas, and
. c91141sting of .a.fully equipped._
health testing van, has
scheduled stops in several
pilot counties in Kentucky
during the next several weeks.
If the service attracts its
expected clientele, the testing
lein will be irdieduled In most
Kentucky counties sometime
during the next three years.
• Complete physical
examinations can be ad-
ministered by the testing
staff, with results turned over
to personal physicians for
evaluation.
Cost of each physical
examination is ;70. The
testing will be available to
Farm Bureau members only.
Farm Bureau women's
committees have agreed to
shoulder the responsibility of
publicizing the program'
locally-, and informing
members of details of the
testing, according to Marsha
Herndon, KentuCky Farm
Bureau women's director.
In Scott alutitY, first to
participate- in Kentueik,
women volunteer helped
mail information to all Farm
Bureau members, then
operated a 'phone bank. for
follow-up phone calls to the
entire membership.
The women do riot attempt
to sell the testing idea, Hern-
don stressed, but simply ask
each member if they have
read the mailed material, and
if they wish to be scheduled for
exatninatien.L,Sometitnes,
follow-iip calls are made, but.
only if the member requests.
Allan Grant, president of the •
American Farm Bureau.
Speaking at a food and
social 'policy conference in
-the ..consumecist movement
"has become a .4nagnet for
cultists, faddiests and fringe
elements of all kinds."
He was not making a
"blanket Indictment" of all
consumer activists or
organizations. Grant said, but
be added, ."It has become
increasingly apparent that
inEink of the most vocal
consumer activists privately
employ the same subterfuge
and double standards which
they publicly 'abhor."
He- said the consumerists'
"hidden agendas" include: a
'tonal cheap food policy at
the expense of farmers;
creation and perpetuation of
food fads and farming myths;
public acceptance of "societal
needs" as replacement for
.supply-demand - -economics;--
increasing federal „atittamity.




enlargement of the money
supply; and consistent sup-
port for labor monopoly-its
programs, actions and
demands.
As an example, Grant said
labor Unions do little wrong to
the minds of many of the most
vocal 9onsumerists, while
"for the' first time in
American history, labor costs
for food processing,
packaging and distributing
are higher than the amount of
money , paid farmers for Oa
_food lii,the first place.'- - •
Noting that many con-
sumerists promote "organic"
or "natural" farming methods
and food, Grant called -health
food"- costs a rip-off..
"Increased 'consumer 'prices,
not increased consumer
health, is the main stock-in-
trade at the 'organic' and
'health food' stores," he said.
Problem Weed Creates
Losses Across Kentucky
Johnsongrass has been a
problem weed in Kentucky
since -before the-terw of the
century, but it has only been in
the past decade that its spread
has reached alarming
proportions. In a weed survey
conducted recently by the
University Or 'Kiri trielty,
johnsongrass was over-
vifieWinalY rafed-the number
one weed problem in the state.
It is estimated that one-
quarter of the state's corn and
soybean land is infested
sufficiently to, reduce yields 30
to 50 percent or more. This
represents a state loss of
prosbietion for these two crops
of OM 40 million dollars.
If proper control measures
aren't used against john-
songrass, this perennial weed
can take over a crop within
three years causing sufficient
.damage to cut yields in half.
In some severe infestations,
growers find their crop not
worth harvesting - because
of weed density, harvesting is
an impracticality. It is
commonly believed that there
are more cornfields aban-
doned_ _because _ of john-
songrass than any other single
weed.
For-this reason there is an
intensive effort now underway
in the state to cheek the
spread of the weed and reduce
infestiriorilevels. Current.
recommendations call for an
integrated program of
cultural and ,chemical- control
techniques.
The first step to John-
songrass control is to identify
the 'weed early, then treat it
promptly to prevent
spreading. It is relatively easy
to recognize since it usually
towers above crop plants.
Johnsongrass typically grows
to a height of ten feet, has a
seed head one and a half feet
long and produces root-like
reproductive rhizomes often
as thick as a man's thumb.
In cropland, fall and winter









tillage by plow or disc is
recommended to break up the ,
rTuTiornea and- being-their' to
the surface where they are
subjected to winter-kill from
drying and cold temperatures.
If not broken up by tillage, the
"bi7emes 4 VilliChilerVe .as -the-
weed's food storage organs)
can remain dormant in the
soil, resistant to chemicals
and capable of sprouting new
shoots and rhizomes.
In heavy, infestations or for
spot treating, Kentucky weed
specialists recommend- a
foliar spray application of a
contact herbicide such as
Dowpolt Eiasfapon or
Roundup to destroy existing
johnsongrass plants and
rhizomes. Folitir sprays have
no effect on later germinating
seedlings, however, so they




Kentucky State Police have
recovered a sizeable quantity
of stolen farm pachinegy in
tede.rangeingMarion CotiiinvestigatY s vAtkIni ota
an alleged theft ring wasting
in several sections of Central
Kentucky.
Kentucky State Police
Detective Jody Greenwell said
at least seven farm tractors
have been recovered to date,
plus a variety of implements
and a- chache of farm
chemicals worth around
$2,000. 
Noarrests had been made
by mid-November, Greenwell
said, but the investigation was
continuing.
• Four tvactors, a round hay
bailer, a square baler, orie hay
cake, a silage chopper, a
mower and a plow were
recovered when police
executed a search warrant on -
two farms in the Raywick
area of Marion County,
dreenwell said.
Two earlier eriches turned
up three missing tractors-, one
of which was stolen from i
Morehead implement dealer;
four years ago. Another -oTthe -
tractors had been stolen from
a Washington County farm
belonging to Jefferson County
Police Chief Russell
McDaniel, Greenwell noted.
The third had been taken from
a Nelson County dealer's lot.
The detecti'Ve 'said serial
numbers had been removed
form all the machinery, but
technicians have been able to
chemically- restore -some-of--
SP_ Tilunbe. rs_. and return. some








-suppy the--. sol 7 ion
Our Direct Deposit system
guarantees that your check
will be credited to your ac-
count on the -same day
each month. It's safe, con-









We're making a repeat offer on the
best deal in Butler Farrnsted'e building
history. Buy an-all-steel FannSteed building
now and get a double slide door. Free.
You don't have to-buy sight unseen.
Let us show you a Farmsted building. What
you see is what you get. And what you get
ir •
- - - -
is the best in fa cir buildings at a price you
can afford.
Buy' now and you'll get a free double
slide door. See us right away, and let's





Murray, 4, Office Pb. 502-153-389r
• ..ileth Naves 502489 2488





























Kentucky Farmers Join Protest
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP)
_ A group of tractor-riding
western Kentucky farmers •
has joined a nationwide 
protestfor higher.,pnces and.
guaranteed profits.' , - • -
A caravan of 108 tractors
and trucks and 200 to 250
farmers drove through
downtown Madisonville and--
surrounding areas in Hopkins
County Saturday to dramatize
the farmers' demands, said
.— Steve Stanley, a spokesman
1 for the farmers.
- Stanley said the farmers,  
mostly from Webster and
Hopkins counties, "stopped,
traffic in the heart of
Madisonville" for about 30
minutes, during which several
gave speeches. Altogether, he
said, the march lasted slightly
more, than 90 minutes and
covered a two-mile long route.
Authorities said they had no
reports of any incidents.
"I think we got our point— . . .
across to the people in town
arid- td the neopl e in this area,"
said StarBey, wiesowns a farm
iii Hopkins County.
Farmers say more demon-
strations will follow across the
United States and that a
. nationwide strike will begin
Dec. 14 unless legislation is
passed giving farmers what
they consider a fair_ return for
their products.
On Friday, police said at
least 10,000 tractors rumbled
through Plains, Ga., President
Carter's hometown. In ad-
dition, more than 100 farmers
from Texas, Kansas and
Oklahoma paraded their
tractors through Plains, Kan.
- A spokesman for tie group
behind the protest, called
American Agriculture, has
said farmers want free
market prices for wheat and
other cemmodities at 100
percent of parity. This would
bring increases in the prices of
farm products in line with
Wesley Fellowship
The Wesley Student
Fellowship at Murray State
University is making Advent
Wreaths for families to use
during the Christmas Season.
They will sell for $2.25 each.
Used during the four Sun-
• days before Christmas, the
wreaths have five candles
fixed on a greenery base.
- Many families observe Advent.
in their homes by lighting a
different candle each of the
four Sundays before Christ-
mas and finally lighting the
fifth candle on Christmas day.
The Advent wreaths have
been made by the Wesley
Student Fellowship as a
• Service to persons who wish to
have them for the Christmas
season. The cost being
charged for the materials
only. Persons desiring a
wreath may call the United






FARMERS PROTEST FARM PRICES — A lin actors, its lights on in the dusk. ap-
proaches the outskirts of Cordele, Ca., as part of a rmers.protest against prices. '
;40,Liserphmo)
increases in the prices of other
goods during most of the 20th
century.
"Everything has kept
rising, but the grain prices are
hovering way down there,"
Stanley said. "A man just
can't make it like this.
"We don't mind feeding
Arhericans or a hungry world,
but we can't do it-at-the ex-
pense of our families."
If their demands are not met
by Dec. 13 at midnight,
Stanley said farmers would




"When you look at all the
bins, tractors, all of your
equipment comes from steel,"
he said. "If you shut down







approving a national energy
program is threatening to
delay final consideration ota -
Social Security bill until next--
year.
Such a delay could mean-
there Will be no increases in
Social Sec-urity taxes, beyond 
those already enacted, until
1979. That position is favored
by the Senate, while the House
prefers raising taxes further
on middle-and upper-income
and House members most
responsible for Social Security
legislation are the same ones
who are negotiating a com-
promise on the tax portions of
the energy program. And it
appears likely that energy will
keep the lawmakers busy until
_close to Christmas.
-After a week's recess, the exploitation of children.
energy negotiators were to And both the House and
return to work today, still Senate may take final action
facing the most criftial — and this, week on a supplemental
most controversial —_energy_____anProKia_tion bill affecting
issues. — the .R-1 bomber _ inc'
Those, issues are natural gas dispute over the nuclear
pricing and taking of U.S.- breeder reactor. ------ -
produced crude oil. The latter The measure supports
would -drive up the P-1-Le of- --Carters position- that throe
gasoline by about 7 cents a
gallon.
• Energy is not the only
subject f -vontroversy -on
Capitol Hill this week.
workers starting Jan. 1. Negotiators still are looking
President Carter and the for a compromise on gover-
Democratic leadership of nment-funded abortions that
Caress list energy as the would allow final passage of a
top-priority fialie—a.--the' -$60.2 billion motiefbill for the
remainder of the year, ' departments of Labor and
although they are urging final Health, Education ar—fd- Telbr-A bill authorizing
action on Social Security as Welfare. program prompted Carter's
well. A -stopgap law that has first veto.
Action on both may not be .continued money for the If Congress is unable to
possible because the Senate departments while Congress complete &lien .on Social
Security-this year, that issue
is expected to get priority
attention when the lawmakers
return to town in January.
Experts say that unless
Social Security is assured
more money, the giant system
could be bankrupt by 1983:
Efforts could be delayed for
several months without harm,
but congressional leaders
would like to have the problem
settled long before the 1978
elections.
debates abortion runs out
Wednesday night.
The House Will vOte Tuesday
on Carter's plan to reorganize
such government education
bureaus as the U.S. Infor-
mation Agency. A final House
vote is likely later this week on
a bill prohibiting the sexual
Snow Storm Weakens
As It Moves Eastward
Ky. Gets 12 Inches
By The Associated Press
A storm that covered por-
tions of the nation with up to a
--1—oor-tifirfa" anilleft holiday
motorists in miles-long traffic
jams in some areas plowed
eastward today, aiming at the
Great Lakes and upper New
York state.
More than 460 persons died
on the nation's highways and
streets during the
Thanksgiving holiday period,
which ended at midnight local
time Sunday.
Before the holiday weekend
began, the National Safety
Council had predicted that
between 460 and 560 persons
would be killed in traffic
accidents diving the period,











Service said the storm -a tight -
band of precipitation" was
weakening as it-inWed toward"
the East Coast at 30 to 35 mph.
Travel advisories were in
-effect today for Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Michigan and
large portions of New York
-state, Ohio and New England.
Motorists in other sections of
the East were warned about
possibly dangerous driving on
mountain roads.
Three to five inches of snow
was expected today in parts of
New York state and northwest
Pennsylvania.
Snow was expected to mix
with sleet and rain over much
of the East today. By tonight,
the storm's center was to
swing to the north, through
Vermont and into Maine.
•
systems were closed today.
The most severe traffic jam
in Kentucky occurred on
Interstate---W- near- Corinth.
State police said the highway
was backed up for 12 miles in
both directions for about four
hours. Some of the backed-up
vehicles ran out of gasoline
before traffic was unsharled,
police said.
Most of the state received
four to eight inches of snow
before precipitation tapered
off into snow flurries Sunday
night.
In Michigan, state police
said roads in the lower two-
thirds of the state were snow-
swept. Drivers returning
home from holiday trips faced
three to five inches of snow
and temperatures in the 20s.
On Sunday, five people were Heavy snow Storms stalled
killed when an airplane
traffic ' on Cleveland's
crashed into a snow-covered
lakefront shdreway Sunday.
Indiana farm field as the interfering with the operation
storm was passing. of salt trucks.
Slick roads caused at least
two traffic fatalities in Ohio In the mountains of Virginia
and one in Kentucky Sunday. and West Virginia, snow up to
Travelers and residents in 16 inches deep blocked most
Kentucky were dealing wit* mountain roads. But most
up to If inches of 'Snow that- primary roads remained open
paralyzed .traffic and filled to cars witii snow tires or
trtotel.l. _At rjeiLarlf:-36.•OT ". - --
• s'
remaining B-1s, which have
been financed in a separate
bill, need not be built.
Congress. and_ the president
earlier agreed to scuttle
production of the longrange
bomber.
The same appropriation bill
includes 880 million for the
Clinch. River breeder reactor-
program near Oak Ridge,






Mrs. Reva J. -Jackson and -
Baby .Boy, Box 95, Sedalia,
-Mrs. -Sean K. Haynes VI
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
William A. Forrest, Rt. 5-,
Murray, Mrs. Edith L.
Eisenmann, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Klara E. Wutzke, Rt 6,
Murray, Mrs. Margaret L.
Campbell, Rt. 5, Paris, In.,
Edwin Vance, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mary B. Young, 1602 College
Fm. Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Margaret R. Foust, 105 Jean
St„ Paris, Tn., Mrs. Brenda J.
Hampton, P.O. Box 134, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Linda Kay Nanney,
Almo, Mrs. Nina J. English,
Rt. 8, Benton, Leanne Brin-
. dley, Rt. 2, Mayfield, Jeffery
D. Bevill, Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Tn., Mrs. Rene L. Dowdy, 824
S. 7th. Murray, Jackie G.
Lawrence, F-7, Murray Manor
Apt., Murray, Mrs. Retha W.
Barrett, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Mary Ryan, 1715 Wiswell 1341
Murray, Wilson Estes,
Westview Nursing Home,
Murray, Mrs. Jewel H. Parks,
625 Ellis Drive., Murray,
Willie C. Elkins, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Irene L. Bennett, 'Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Viola Falwell, Rt._
3, -Murray, Miss Mari, E.
Matthews, Rt. 8, Miirrey, Pa ul




Wierray Ledger & Times
Viewers Have Trouble
Recalling Commercials
The marketing research division
ot- the Houston- Chronicle has .con-
ducted a study of the coverage
provided through television- com-
mercials. The _analysis concludes
that although the "viewership
N scores alone. . are respectable and
somewhat comparable to the levels
of recall of print ado," the high cost
of TV spots does not make Houston
-TV tommercial audiences cost-
efficieSt.
study -,said. that -the data
collected-shows that "because -o0T-V
clutter, only the most expensive and
lavishly produced commercials are
...remembered." .Responses from
2,767 persons showed that of the 732
who were watching TV between the
hours of 5 and 7 p. m., 93 per cent
Colakt-YR-arlife' pt.Yealirthey We -
watching at the time they were
phoned b.y interviewers. ' -
could recall something about the
commercial they pad last seen
before the phone call. Sixteen-per
cent recalled the brand and,or store
name mentioned in the last corn-
_ mercial, and 17-per cent remem-
bered the-action .that had taken
place in the ad. Only 8 per cent -ot the
viewers could recall any other
commercial besides the last one
played.
The Chronicle also measured how_
many people were actually :Wen- ---
tifying the commereials-c-offeetly
ahd found thatonly 4 per cent_of the
viewers correctly identified the last
commercial they had seen_ "Also
per cent of the comtile-rcials men-
tioned were not even run in the half,
hour time span measured, in-
- -dicating that-the respondent " had
missed or forgotten---all the com-
mercials in between," the study
But just 22 per cent of the viewers said.
Consumers Read
Newspaper Ads
A Newspaper Advertising Bureau
study says that eight out of 10
shoppers brought into a _store by
newspaper advertising- make some
kind of purchase. And they spend as
much on other goods as they do for
- the advertised items, according to
the study, which was presented to
the 66th Annual Convention of the
National Retail Merchants
Association 
The NAB measured the response
to advertisiig_ for seven items in
seven stores in major .metro
markets in the U. S. and Canada
The bureau reported that 60 per cent
of the customers shopping (pr an
item the day after the store ran a
newspaper ad had seen the ad.
Among the customers attracted to
the store by newspaper ads, 60 per
cent bought the advertised item; 34
per cent bought the advertised item
plus some other merchandise in the
store; 21 per cent bought only other
merchandise, and 19 per cent bought
nothing.
Among all shoppers interviewed,
75 per cent said they had readn daily  -
newspaper "yesterday." Nearly
half said they watch for ads when
considering buying Something.
Newspaper advertising Pays dividends"!
We'll help you design an effective
regular advertising program that
will fit your merchandizing needs.
Call today: 753-1919









Guitarkk Amps Save at 
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
in Paris:
THE WORD Paradise
appears in the King
James version of the
Holy., Bible 'in three
places only: Luke 23-43,
II Corinthians 12-4, and
-RevitalionS
- -Paradise-- -Greek - -
,Paradeisos, Par-ad'i-
sos, a Pack, i.e.t spec.
an Eden. Hebrew -
Pardee; Par-dace', • of




hell and raised to the
right hand of God. Acts
2-31-33. For further• - information consult
your . Bible. -- For
asistance call 753-0984,
-COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring-US yours for extra'
Copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,
8 x 10 2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft. 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
-troller.- '
DAY CARE will open for
night service, 6:39 p.m. -




cards today - only a few_
left. Also have a gun
- _rack, holds 3 guns with
large ammunition
drawer. See Gerald
Waldrop, or phone 753-
1712 after 4 p.m.
Crossword Puzzler
_ACRQSS 2 Exist .






14 Th..1 seJ 7 Old 1,me,
f 5 Bad canooy vv'cl3.te"07- 17 Tilted Geramt19 Portion .... .9 Indian tent;21 Roder 4n
.10 Matured*Scotlan ' • Deity22 Genus of - tturledmaples
24 Shade tree /6" writing:rripiement26 Promontory y
29 Hebrew 20 Cloth
• festival - measure
Z.2 Showy31 Cut off
• 33 Deposit • fl9"r23 Halt34 Symbol for '25 Crowd. .tantalum. ,27..Trades for
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61  • 62 63
65 .
Viate_ by_ I. voted Fe•tore Syndicate. in,
Right gifts at the tght Price-
Peauti4g Out f 9411-9aatt?
LOOK HERE















requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
.correction This'
newspaper will be




cY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND elertfrY LISPROM-
















































STICKS A STAR ON--
AN? w pF MY PAPER...




























PUT 'ER THERE, PAL!
YOU'RE A SIGHT FOR
  SORE EYESL
-v•-; 5 )4
coP YOUR SISTER





r 15ANGAL1A . -
r. . girrft KINDLY STAND







































*KA WoNe.X• i 2,
ii
1, cTHAT MOTTO SEEMS
Ti) Rue PEOR_E
; THE WRONG WAv,
CHIEFS LLION60 OF L LON GO- WAM BAT TA
OF WAMBEel , MUGATTA OF MORI ,






WILL BE BUYING flit
Monday through
.Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
South orr Tom Taylor
Road. Watch for sign:,
M. W. Henry 753-.5670.





Holman Jones, 317 South
13th, phone .753-3128.
5 Lost And Found
 __FO.UND FOUR month _old
male kitten on 8th and
-.Sycamore. Yellow- arid
• ihite. Wearing white
flea -collar-. Call 753-8761.
LOST Male greyish
black shaggy dog. Part
. POOdle. Part Sbee-Pdctig•
Average size. Answers
to name Fred. Reward.






Person hired will be









expectations, to P.O. Box
32-XA, Murray, Ky.
42071.
COUNTER CARL for late
after noon work. 4 to 8
p.m. Call 753-6034.
TEACHER .NEEDS baby
sitter for one year old
boy in my home.
-References -and teen-
'Spoftaiiiiii necessary.




my home at College
Courts. Call 767-6925
after 5 p.m. Must have
references.
PART TIME COOK
needed. Apply in person
9-5 daily....F ern _Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr.
WE NEED five people to
work part time for good






Send resume and PARTNER WANTED in
small well established -
electronics, sales and
service business. Must
• be personable and well





to p. 0. Box 1002






12-1 and 6-7. Apply Fern
Terrace Lodge, '1505








or call Mr. James.
Collect (303)-778-1026.
PROFITABLE LOCAL
business for sale. For
details. phatte---753-60:4,-----
handwriting sample to
P.O. Box 270, Murray.
Wanted
Full-time and part-
time, day and night
help. Must tiV 18 years
or -older-. - No. -phone
calls accepted, must






,rk, hot apply trron) 11 on a m
to2.003, m




November 28, 1977. Call
753-8631.
tz 0 - WEEKLY
POSSIBLE stuffing
envelopes. Send a self-
addressed stamped
COOKS, fountain, car envelope to Fischer
hops. Apply, in- person Enterprises, Box 127,
Smite IprITe-tr, MulTsr; -Eftreka, South Dakota
Ky.  .5Z437.
Introducing...
THIS NEW 1-40TPOINT MICROWAVE
COOKS 3 WAYS INSTEAD OF ONE!
El Solid-State push-button
controls r; Auto-simmer
feature with dish r Deluxe
mralnut finish i 4 Power
levels with defrost cycle
[1 Electronic digital timer
9 Automatic time or tern-
perature cooking.




















percent interest _loans. ...
from 5,000 to 500,000.










Nerikoi. X-roy onst cOnt
oho 
t
. extended benefits. NO
AGE LIMIT. Peirsistedorrtiorrte
oil other insereeie. For fur-
ther information see Wayne
m202 South 4th or
cell 7S3-3243.
14. Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY 14 inch






































Just listed this large 4 bedroom, 3 bath home on
private one acre tract, 41'2 miles from Murrpy.
Almost 3000 square feet of living area in this
home which has extra large rooms and large 2
car garage. Built-in kitchen with all appliances
including refrigerator, range, disthwasher,
disposal and trash compactor stayinewith sale
of home. Priced well below replacement cost -





George  Gellegher 744.11)9 Geri Andersen 7'53-7932
'Or
Watch For Grand (p ant*.
hi trir+A k-t-Nr4,
Negro tellers*, 19241111711*-11eisgeoiii4-5iii???7.-
Sill Rayburn 753-4474 . 
TI
• •


























Let us help you with
all your printing needs.









HtIL'e, a litippy_lAepiliti Christmas














Compare prices and service








Featured in every Zenith
100% solid state chromecolorlI





1914 Coldwater Rd. 753-2900
14. Want To Buy
WE BUY used tra4ers.
Cash on the spot: Pick
up in one day. can 1-442-
15 Articles For Sale
1975 HONDA CL 360. Call
753-9562
Chi1d . ens




like coat, $5.00. Pair
lathes slze -1-6% dingo
boots, 410. Call 753-8616
after 4 p.m.
SAVE US on latest tapes
& albums. Everyday
discount' prices at






Ford pickup. Call - 4-89-
2266.









Reg s, 900$1 9995
200E.
Math
15. Article., ior Sale
# FURS
chevrOlet Elms_
. 15 fight truck tire
already mounted..ciat







15. Articles for Sale
GARAGE DOOR, 7' x 9'




hole COUCH AND CHAIR,
73 4125. Good condition.
Toy refrigerator, stove,







TY10 WARM MORNING -Raternayan Tapestry
statt;-125 VielitW -Yams- in---St°Ck- -1d3cr
B.B. Dill at Dill Elec- • Paternayan 3 PLY
 -II1C: Persian. Materiab for
couhted stitch, cross
• LINCOLN pineliner arnstitcht:ildarv, crewel' and floss
welder. Generating-Unit • •
just rebuilt. 300 f of Latch h6Ok in 28.
lead. Call 759-1003. designs, knitting and
crochet kern...Kits and
accessories for all your
needlearts.
FIREWOOD FOR sale.
$15 and up. Call 753-5857.
16. Home Furnishings
ONE 3 PIECE modern




dijér $50. One 6 volt
battery- charger, $5:
Good condition. Call 75..1-
SEWING MACHINE; -
fully guaranteed, full





3302. S1BLE person to take up
payments on a 25" color
TV. Call-753-757S-. • 
SKM-ROUTER sale, '41














Member F. D.1. C.
••:`



















%UFA -4-- • mu. att. re SAM,
eeth )8i-Pekr.
48.0-6 70.12
I ni7r1- 1 4
E-IT7111 -
175K-14. 6244_ ,639 84.74
'181.R-14 S'25'S -74 41 87.14
Is.•••
Si...--
F1478-14 l9458- I 4 6238 43.65 114.110 32.30
Canal. 4 - 20r, It . 4 6239 67 ks 101.20 34.10
R79-14 2 I s i 4 62411- 74.04 111.33 38.10
4417$4-14. 265 Ft 30.00


















• organ. Full key board,
40 bairchdtd8, 7 -song





54USIC  .4t TV IA-Paris.
23. Exterminating












.Avell Gs* Memo lanes
'Kelly's Termite
firPeit-Ceettel-
New mad awl epw4144
Is MAW








IL SAW sale. Model
574, 714-, 1% HP, $29.99,










Several Closeouts 4 Model 500 or 507, while
"
-they last. $49.99. Wallin
On Recliners at near cost prices Hardware, Paris.
4 I 14Just received shipments of' rockers
CORRELLE EX-
pine and oak  ,ha PRESSION, 20 pieceig deacons benches and rockers, and childrens rockersw
Pw • • 24 sets, all patterns,
Vallin-Hardware, Paris.
. igRechners
tti OAK AND HICKORY 1
ti firewood for sale. $15
-'and up. Will -Dunn Furniture Warehouse - 
deliver. Call
--
- Strree - Anoliarrxel



















W01 taie Ice Maker
i-- Glass adjustable shelves
.-- Textured steel doors --
-Full 13 26 cu ttihod
compartment
tTO cu. lt. freezer























-IF artist- - g
& GARDEN CENTER
iteN The





11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Refreshments will be served
- 
veryone is inaed to tour-Otir.Green
"The" Store For Mon IgHou.5es and see thousands of Pein-
_ -
BE_ AIR SHOPPING CrNTER . 
tsettias in- bloom and various .foliaget, •
AtL.RRAY. KY 42071 plants.
tft
uw.owntririzryiswwwwPownerwwaywOrnwisiwiawrizowcziwrciswowrowrey
- CLUB ALUMINUM sets,o '
The 0 8 piece, $39.99; In piece,
Kountry Kitchen
t $54.95. Choice of color.
0 Wallin Hardware, Paris.
After the thaw.... I Murrav, Ky' ;
Rent tfa Uncommon Items: -- f,a o
s" Roll Top Bread Box 1
,,Rum-a-Baba Molds
,, PicturePoster -Raisin Racks ;
v Egg Coddlers i
\ vSalt Grinders












99 •  
-•1""i'D HALF uAY
Mon. thru Thurs:





LeCreuset Cast Enamel Ware
Pfaltz Graff Dinnerware York Towne
i --- - Heritage
4 Gourmet
Farberware
Always Free Gin Wrapping
Starks Hardvvare...„4,,
17th and Ponta; Murray, Ky.
BATH. TUBS - Berg






beds or campers. Buy
direct from factory and
save. See their elegant
Bamboo, Wicker -and
Brass furniture. Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1-
443-7323.
SKIL HEAVY ki" drill
with spade handle,




sizes, all densities: Cgt










We Will Be Open












2 I Bypass Mrcusion.titt• m
---arst018§1111,8111811Mosts
.
4.4e- Po.--orwg7. r 
_______
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24. Miscellaneous
' (,k • • , F279:95:
4 HP, $299.95; 5 HP,




Trade now and save. All
TV's Po_u_ght
.between now and
' CIhrtstinas- get free *1
year service. Stssons
Zenith -Sales. and Ser-
vice, 18 miles West of













Boulevard irge Yeti to
hurry arid lab-away that
Pioneer. Car Stem) f_Qt:
Christmas to guarantee
to have the Pioneer you
want. Pioneers great
demancFnatiOrtwide this
year has already caused
a shortage on some
models. Some come on




















- • A Trademark of Tilt SINGER LUIWPANY
 ••••-'
27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 60 THREE bedroom
. trailer; .fully carpeted,
washer and dryer„air,
conditioned. Or 1201r-220-
lot. 16 x 20 concrete
block storage building.
Four miles East of •
Murray. Call 753-43838.
1974B11...LCREST 12-x
bedroom, like new. See
at Riviera Courts er. cell
753-3280 before.5, or 436-
5624 after 6.
1974 MOBtLE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,




3418 after 5. - •
19. Mobile Home Rentals
BAYWOOD VISTA, 2
bedroom, couples. $70.
















Come in fdr\,I.test drive.
PURDOW
Olds-Pontioc-Codilloc




B. C. La ok
4-z Factory Outlet
Bel-Air Shopping Center-Murray a
.. 9•9 Weekdays 446 Sunday
, IP "Savings up to 50% r a
t For The Entire Family" 753-9788 a
_
• Casual Shoes $2500. !
Buy 1 Pair, Get 2nd Pair
ir: 4
t. FREE 5455_004 4




10 Male& Faded Glory
.-Jeans
.4o
t Minnie Tonka 4
• Moccasins •b$1 00 -




-Since Mr. Douglass Shoemaker passed
away, many people have asked us to come back
to Kentucky for Auction Sales.. We were
previously licensed, and are now licensed & bon-
ded again, in Kentucky. Some of our recend
Sales have been: or is to be
Carlyle., tnnP4pv.12- Adique Auction
Stewart County, NO. 17 flousebald Sale
Big Rock, Tenn. Nov. 16 Antuque It Tool Sale
Paris, Tenn. Dec. 3 Household Sale.
Call us today (colleen and we'll see you
tomorrow. It will pay you to talk to us. Selling is
all we do. For references, talk to John Parker
(Parker Ford) or Ray Brownfield tBant. In




Paris, Tenn. - .























Main at 4th 753-0123
Murray, Ky.
I •"I1)/ P.I? :1 IP
Keepsake•
Registered Diamond Rings
•4ES - E o•Ysti
THE .TRULY EXCEOYIPNAL GIFT
Only a perfect diamond can reflect imum beauty
and brillance for lasting pride and satistaçtion. With
your Keepsake, you will receive a written rantee
of perfect clarity, fine white color and correct m ern




East Side Square Murray, Ky. 753-2835
leolltin-ftreTlted CEICIERIgh






si glooUp to IL OF
(Free Drilling -+- a Free me
Bowling Bags
Up to $1 ON OFF
and
••
1415 Main SC • 753-2202
:ItttraftlttrItterlItr
Pro Line
' Golf Clubs Balls Bags
. ALL REDUCED
Jackets, V-Neck Sweaters, Shiris
other golf and tennis clothing
REDUCED TO SELL




















mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
Dear Santa:
. The Honda Kick 'N Gos are at Overby
Honda
left to right: Kick'llGo '29.95; KicklGo Sr.










9,500 sq. ft. Known as
Johnsons Grocery,
South 12th St. Call 753-
3205 for a... tinent.
32. Apartments For Rent
Y DECORATED
apartments for girls.




nished. $80 a month. Call
753-7874.
.1 .1
EASY TO HEAT all
electric • 2 bedroom
dUIex. '1•-or 2 or 3
people. $100 per month.
WaterNfurnished. Call
489-2595:-





34. Houses For Rent
A NICE LARGE house,
choice location in the
city for family. Call 753-
7575.







rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Brannack 7530850
between 8 and S.
37 livestock • Supplies
SIX FEEDER pigs and •
small pony for.sale. Call
436-2555.
38. Pets • Supplies
LABRADOR AND
_ WALKER (treeing) dog






Three-10 month old. Call
753-1716 after k
LYNN GROVE - If you
like lots of. elbow room,
this home is for you.
Home has nine rooms
including 4 bedrooms,
11/2 bath and lovely
kitchen-dining room
combination. Situated
on over one acre with
beutiful trees and
garden area. Priced in
upper 30's. Phone
Kopperud Realty,. 753-
1222 for more in-
frimatiorr.




Should .rent for $200
monthly. $49,500. Wilson
Ins. & Real Estate. 753-
3263 anytime.
FINE CO,UNTRY.











breezeway. All this at an  
ideal location. Priced in
the low 30's. Additional









cost of building this
home today. It offers a
well-planned kitchen
with all kinds of„cisAnets
and storage. A big den
that we know you'll
like-2 full baths-3 big
bedrooms and large
closets. 150 x250 lot. Let
us show you this house
priced at less than
today's. costs. Call or






list Your -Property With us
SOS Mon St. 7534101
•:\
$17508 THE full price for
the residential building
lot on US-641, 5 Tillie's
South of' Murpay.
Measures 300 ft. deep
and has-85 ft-. frontage- -




ROOM? Located in new
growing Canterbury_
Subdivision-3 bedroom,
2 bath home with central
.gas heat • and electric
air. Den with fireplace.
In city Robertson school
district. Over 2400
square feet in house. Big
bedrooms.,. „Electric
graergedeor opener. See
it today. Call or come by
105 N. 12th., Boyd
































• Wilaes ma. & Real







p S..in un Rit:,,e. alty
- 753-7724
401 Sycamore Murray, Ky
err TVITVTITZWITV
Makes A











4c4.r% 4€r •• •
MEN'S DEPARTMENT
Suits, Sport Coats, Top Coats, All Purpose Coats,
Jackets, Shirts, Sweaters, Jeans, Pants, Powwows,
lobe*, Uederwear, Seeks, Bolts, Molds, Tree, Gliveris,
Nets, Caps, Dress Shoes, Mork Shoes, Pro-Kees end Con.






Downtown Shopping Center. Where you will find quality







(This alphabetized page will ran weekly dip it from
the paper and save for handy reference#
Hinman's Rentals
House, garden, auto, sewer, power and concrete tools
and etc.
753-5703




































































_ %smote &bat Istata
• Southsiche Court Square
Norm, keaterky
7534451
46. Homes For Sale
COTTAGE 9N TWO lots,
good-vie* it Ky. .Lake: -
$5,000. Call 753-1449.
FOR , "SALE BY
OWNER-3- bedroom__
house. Near university.
Priced In 20's. Call 753-
8726 after 5 p.m.
ALMOST NEW 2
bedroom brick house in
Lynn Grofe. Has city
water, gas heat, car-
peted throughout. Call I.
527-9303. "HOW SHOULD 1 SIG VI, 1)?ATE TAX-
PAYER, OUTRAGED CI-117EN OR
1.)ST" 'PLAN 171501)S1ED?,"
0 97, 71ree5





$29.99; 5 year guaran-
tee, 632_51-Maintenance
- free 5 year guarantee,
$39.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.






• airt-om stir, power
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good. gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove
_ witkoutjacket. Call 436-
2204.
1970 A4MC Horriet, 4 door;
6 cylinder. 750.00. Call
753-491Z
1971 OPAL 1900, $675. 1969
Ford pickup, $350. Call_
759-1801.
1975 CHRYSLER Le
Baron Imperial, 2 door






1978 GRAND PRIX LJ
loaded. Low mileage.
Call 489-2408 or 753-9627.
1975 SCOUT -II, 4 wheel
drive, V-8, 4 speed,
power steering, deluxe
interior, big tires and
wheels. Call 395-4175
after 5 p.m. Ask for
Dennis.
1976 SUNBIRD with all
options, 4 cylinder,
$3,000. Would make
perfect car for teenager
or anyone who wants
good mileage. Call 753-
0983 weekdays after 7.
1976 DODGE FOUR
wheel drive truck. Has
wide mudders, and mag
wheels--- New Poulan
chain saw, used only
once. Call 436-2332.
NICE CLEAN 1974
Plymouth Fury III. With
power brakes, steI4lg
and air. See George




Ron & Charlotte Hager
Complete NEW lventory of plants & mer
chondise.




will deliver Free in city limits
Mon.-Fri. 10:30-6, Sat. 10-6
DixielantSlieppitig Center 153_9688





1975 FLEETWING 17% ft.
long. Sleeps 6. Call 435-
, 4290 after 4 p.m.
WHITE CAMPER satEs
authorized dealer for
both Starcraft and Fan.
Travel trailers and pop
up. Take advantage of
fall prices on new 78
models and be ready for
spring. Bank financing
available. Located 4
miles East of Murray on
Highway 94. Call 753-
0605.
JUST ARRIVED new




Sales, 'E. 94 Highway,





• department at 1-24 and
Route 68, CadiZ,Ky. Call
522-8507.
51 Services Offered
 ELECTRICAL WIRING -
1972 TWO DOOR Pontiac home or industrial -Call
. Bonneville.  Good con- Charles Cooksey after 6
dition. Call 753-8697. p.m. 436-5896.
fizi I= TM sat sat caltVOK far vic ere ear et.: vas ivasesec.
Shop Now For Cold Weather
1 Week Only













carpeted, priced in the
low 30's. Now we've
found it, we .









oteISU. Oviner will cdñ-
kler -financing with ..25
per cent down. A chance





41 ACRES, all fenced, just
Haled. Located near
Coldwater, 35 acres
tendable, more could be
(L made tendabie. Priced
wat $30,000. Phone
Kippered Realty, 753-
1222 for all your farm
real estate needs.
KOPPERUD REALTY
• has five' full-time sales
professionals, to asinst
you in Real Estate
lpattecirrif yotr have
regarding any
phase 'of real estate
activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at
Koppervid Realty want







ft"m°ripert an i 9s
LUNCHEON MENU
Corned Beef on Rye  $1.95
Served unh sakoloaut slot r of doll. dor ol swiss cheese and cup soup of Ow das
Breast of Jurkey  . $1.90
-- Otsubo* wheat sorsad ssidscianbens sauce and a snddridad, .
Ham Steak -an-Rye . . . . .
. Benet oapot flan tenter•cut barn und sine of 'usu. awn. stoned laid out
spa, ol Ilse 4, .
1 
WEIGHT WAT-CHE RS LUNCHEON SPECIAL
.5 oz R.b9ye peoch half •9•99
- - 12-A55coot.g..evamps csAer-o woof sour ' - -
cm may substitute a potato.for.peach is ectiage eboese or broad for
Fish & Chips $1.75
Tondo/ lois I deft. golden lord chops and hushpupp.e, oh t Alia. sauce
The Best Hamburger In Town . $1.65
poor guar to pound of bkaf on A poops seed bun fulls thessed nob steal. F14,
Spaghetti - Lovers Delight  $2.50
_
OUR FAMOUS SALAD BAR. ALWAYS A FAVORITE
me cii in Aseili ONLY41.95-
OUR REGULAR MENU ITEMS
- SERVED ANYTIME
BOW TM 101116110 20‘1011111111,0‘Eat MIME Mt INC
THANE
%
§KELTON SCOT - Long sleeve V-neck pullover
Nwith argyle design Intarsia front Solid colorback crncFrIt.eves -I 0,4 k woof- S-M-L-XL 13.1veNcomet grey heather '
Buckingham-Ray, Ltd.
-LVItAV'AV="A:M4A:kAl*A, Dixieland Center - Free Gift Wrapping
the green door•
' Dixieland Center chestnut Street -
*Gifts Gifts Gifts
*Imported Sopos for Men, Women 8 Children
*Place Mats 8 Napkins
• Decorative Pillows
Free Gift wrapping











- -DO- YOU need -stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only --sciwduSt and MOIL
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
WILL HAUL blackthp,
gravel, sand and lime.


















Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor




by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor





by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do '
plumbing, heating and





411 guarap teed. Call -or
write Morgan Con-
struction Co., Route 1,



















decorative rock or stock
pile lime. Call 753-6763
Roger Hudsbn, 753-4545.
INSULATION SAVES














steain cii dry foam
method. Servicemaster
- has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30








ficient seviriee. -NO job













FOR" YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753=8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall



























and 2 male kittens, 1
long haired female --
kitten: Call 753-3994. •
ONE EIGHT week Old
female kitten. Call 753-
8761. .
FREE TWO 3 month old
kittens. One black and -
white, other brown and
white. Will make





and top soil. CallzJoe R
Beard, 436-2306. - -
•CUSTOM UPHOLS-













A ASS AR istalltS3 VSS10$51,55 XS 31014065F*11148‘4111111,
YOU





Fantastic Low Prices 11
Have A Happy Holiday A
Season
• .. Staff & Management
et;ati,









•ri013 %FS 1013 3104101;11001031111001 AIRS IS MSS NOON





iii Boots dr Shoes for every activity under the sun.
anx.vvv...














Buy 1 Pair 5






1 Male & Faded GloryAll --Leather
Coats
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THE ALL NEW RAMPILIZ RALEIGH. LJNE:
Rarnpar, the new line ' of
1,-r bicycles from Raleigh In-
• dustries of America, has just
141, arrived. A complete line of
K bicycles ranging from
K ruggedly built children's
•models, to top quality 10-speed Artft,
K 
models. All at very affordable
prices. Rampar bicycles are It''...1.4..^•̀ .4 ‘9w,..
available exculsively through
- your Raleigh dealer. Be sure
14 to ask about the
• "ftaleigh/Rampat Bicycle".
pg Buyers Protection Policy.
$PJ A
p # • :a 1,„ Oit
SRoke & Pedal,
Dixieland Center
Now offer the largest
selection of gifts &
ladies accessories at
Ince ..111
• layaway Nov for Ctiridoes •




Just In Time For Christmas
. TASTEFUL TRI-LEVEL
In Lovely Gatesboro - Wall-to-wall
spaciousness is one of the many desirable
features of this 4 or 5 bedroom; 2't bath brick
veneer home. Large living room, dining area,
roomy kitchen with dishwasher, range, quality
cabinets. Economical gas heat, central electric
air. This beauty is vacant. If yoa buy now, you
can be settled in for the holidays. In the 50's.
105W. ink Sfrooft
753-8080
'HE Pli.OFEi.SIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENOEY TOUCH
Amine 111ooily 753 1834 Neater Millet 753 751.9
Wirreo Shropshire 753-5777 Iceberg Moody 733-107a
injes3,4.11.I Noah ?5243$7 ,
' 
basketball, handball,. and He =told-. of Aresiaarch in-
squash. ''Casual" sports in- volving some rl 7,000 male"
eluded golf, bowling, baseball, almuni of Harvard University,
softball and volleyball.. aged.,. 35 to 74, studied
As for tennis, he said it periodically for six to 10 years.
depends on how it is played. In all, they sufferred 572 heart
."Batting the ball around an - attacks, 257 of them fatal.
Sunday with young children The research focused on the
generally isn't strenuous, but energy the men spent, in
a stiff competitive game of terms of activity such as the
singles is," he said. number of blocks walked,
Paffenbarger made his stairs climbed, sports
comments in remarks engaged in and estimation of
prepared for delivery at a total calories "burned" each
scientific 'session of - the week. - .
American Heart Association -Heart , attack rates




activity, whether measured as_
stairs climbed, blocks walked
or strenuous sports. This trend
held for all ages and for, both
non-fatal and fatal attacks."
Th6 more calories the men
spent in total_ activity in a
week seems to relate to less
risk of heart attack, he added.
He said the protective effect
from being active seemed to
hold regardless of whether the
men had other risk factors,
such as "cigarette smoking,
Pugh blood pressure, obesity, -
parental heart attacks and
prior athleticism."
Free Parking Free Gift Wrapping
HAIG yPO-The utmost in luxury. 1004, imported cash
mere full fa4tioned pullover with looped V-neck .rnd"8...
saddle shoulders.'S-M-I -XI Mal, barley, brown greN.
Hand washable.
Burkingilam Ettg, KM.
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Deaths and Funerals.. 4.
Bert Eulgefie Cathey Bert Deering Dies 'Mrs. Renee Hicks
Dies At Hospital; Sunday At HOspitali—Die4 This Morning
Ftmerai4s Today . -- Bert Deering, Jormerly of  
Mrs. Renee Parham Hicks,
. Mirray, INMiday It 8:4s- 18imerly iiftallowaffounty,
- Bert gugene Cathey, retired p.m'. at - the Henry County died this morning at the 
Rich-
farmer of Dover, Tn., died General Hospital, Pans, .Tn. view Manor Nursing 
Home,
Saturday at the Baptist He was 87 years of age. Kalamazoo, Mich. She 
was 95
Hospital, Nashville, In. He ' Survivors include ' three 
years of age.
was 78 years of age. sons, James Deering, Peoria, She was the wife 
of
. -,tha_gacaaaad.._waii_beca„..11nd Frances gagl_Qmfr_ Clayborne Hicks who died in
October 4, 1899, in Stewart Deering, Detroit, Mich.; one 
1943. A sister, Mrs. Mary Lucy
-. Colinty, Tn., and was the sorf•---trcfther; I,utherDeerTug' "Tut :€14eman' 'lied jtITY 2.4'-- 14747.----'
of the late Walker rarhey and Cf".•
Consumers Planning' To Shop
4- By Mail Should Be Cautious
f '
for delivery and it paystoris Washington, D.C., 20580.
_ • • , - _
By LOUISE COOK - •
• - Associated Pretts•Writer aware of them. ' The Direct Mail 
Marketing
s- Tia theveismoviogiday ON_ 441911:--- A Associatinhich cepteseti tS .
catalogues appear to tempt manufacturer who promises, • 65 to 70 percent of 
the
consumers with visions of in an ad orhrochure-that your' austry, also tries to -handle
mail order _ merchandise package will be "rushed to 'consumer complaints. 
The
which add up to a multibillion you in a week': -or two weeks 'association's address 
is: 6 E
dollar industry. , or. any ,given period must 43rd Si, New York, N.Y..
Shijitt- Within that time. „ 10017.Although December is not
Ism NV. „litt 
4r- --the-biggest-rnonth-ferthe-maa- tiO*  liae3 not
• sales are actualy the lar t.shIppettitryenrirottn.1
- oes ring an increase 
date,. yotr have the- right -to Fans PayV AIL AO order .13...winess January 
-promise delivery by a certain
Harriet Anderson Cathey. He Friencts may call at the Max. ( Virginia) Geurin, 
died in
, was member of the hen Churchill Funeral , Home, 1977, Born September 22, 
1182,
' MOW 
number of offerings in 30 days after your order is
1Cfountain Lodge No. 544 of the Murray, after two p.m. - 6ri- 
she was the daughter of 'LW - reicteiv-etned mercnanarse Is not -Respects -
Free and Accepted Masons. Tuesday late -James Parham 
and maili2131"to Sunday nanewdaaspaspeuPri2s.ignirjlt.
Parham., by mail I should take
Conatuners planning to shop shipped- by the date specified
He is survived by his wife, 
Missouri Frances Rowlett
Mrs. Henrietta Blanc Cathey, &a 
or within the 30-day limit, you T
!firs. Nora Garland Mrs. Flicks is survived by   precautions, however, to have the 
right to cancel your o Elvis
January 1, 1925; three - 
one niece, Mrs. John (Mary avoid disappointments. Mail 
order. The seller must notifyto whom he was married on .i
Dies; Was Former 
Lee) Laterry, Fort Lauder- order firms consistently rank 
you of the delay and provide a MEMPHIS, Tenn. ( AP) -
Alpaugh and Mrs. Bill Bass, - 
dale, Fla.; five nephews, high on complaint lists. The free means 
- a postage-paid They filed past Elvis' gravedaughters, Mrs. Stanley •
Nashville, Tn., and Mrs. , 
James Coleman, Kalamazoo,
•Mic 
• . i 
-federal Office of Consumer card, for example - for you to quietly, some of them clut- •
Doimie Williams, Paris, Tn.; Resident Of Murray Tiffiny, Ohio, Gene Coleman,
• , , Affairs says that 8.1 percent of
all complaints received from 
reply.
The regulations o not.,:ipp y ched up from the grounds of
ening at fallen leaves snat-
 _Nashville. In , six sister
Atlanta, Ga. Billy Coleman, February through December 
to services like mail ' order Graceland, the estate whereone son, Eugene "Cathey, TRANSPLANT IS HER HOPE - Anita Kangas, cat Min-
mrs Nora Garland. RgP,ar\  ' den....gek..--cradki-..11ei- grinol4ng -1a- m0.0114-,,asQn.-- -4874 conc-erned. mail:tinders. .1..eTte.. ftnithiPg-, to magazine The..,g,ing_" 9f Twit, !_arnit ja-Tacksonvitte`AliC arid-Bruer •
Paducah. Mrs Clarence Sills,. Pine Blaft, Ark. She was the
- - Mrs. Robert France, I died Saturday at two p.rn. at 
The:Coleman ,_ Rochester. Mich.
splant operation aimed at curing a-condition that leaves- ' •Eederal. Trade-Commission-
Madison, Wis., after the infant's third thymus gland- Iran- 
.cOnomplainly utomobiles drew more smpsCrIPtieri-s-,--WAlair-04er • buried. - 
- V' 
•• - seeds and plants or to COD 7
_orderk., rfjpu.„have a problem paid respeeta--te-their-iciet-' -
About ,3,400 Elvis Presley .
Mrs. Paul Kunisch, Murray, former resident of Murray,  ' - . Michael, at University of Wisconsin -Hospitals in
' Paris, Tn., Mrs. Harry Car-, we of William Garland who 
are incomplete, but the body is.
him without the body's normal immunities to disease. regulations implemented last Sunday, ignoring the cold, wet
penter, Mrs. Weaver Logan, died in February 1972. 
being returned to the Blalock 
you can write to Director,
and Mrs. Fred Turcott, all of Survivors include one 
Coleman Funeral Home with . (AP taserphoto) year impose strict 
standards Bureau. of Consumer
visitation time to be an- . Trade
Protection, MO-P, . Federal grave and that of his mother,
weather to view Presley's new
ounc later. a 
Commission,
Gladys Love Presley. The fansAkron, Ohio; two brothers, , daughter, Mrs. Donna Mae 
.
Mrs. Seawright Is en. Jo n Mc lellan Dies At that marked the burial places.
- Lofton Cathey, Murray, and Barraclaugh, Pine Bluff, A k; ftflowers on bronze tablets
Gordan Cathey, Akron, Ohio; one sister, -Mrs. Edmona .
tight grandchildren; one McCuiston, Murray; three. Faculty Piano Trio The visitors, many of whom
- great grandchild. • stepsons, J. D. Olen, and Alton waited for hours outside- thee-
The funeral is being held Garland, all of Murray. Dead At Age Of 92 . To Present Recital - high gates in front of the man-
of the Anglin Funeral Home, Guy McCuiston, all of Murray, Mrs. 011ie Seawright 
of 726 e 81 In Little Rock Today or where Presley lived andtoday at two p.m. at the chapel Wayne Flora, L. D. Flora, and
1955 to. January 1973. Hele On Tuesday ' 
died, were allowed on the 
acre estate about 8:45 a.m.Dtiver, Tn., with the Rev. John are surviving nephews. 
Fairlane Drive, Murray, died
Outland officiating. Mrs. Garland was a this morning at 2:10-at the LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) McClellan was known
In that span he directed Most,spent about five minutesServing as pallbearers are member of the Sugar. Creek Westview Nursing Home. 
She Sen. John L. McClellan, during his long career in the_
headline-making_ invesdka- . 
The Faculty Piano Trio of at the graves although they '
Harry Il. Marlin,. and Max Baptist" Church in Calloway was 92 years of 
age. _. who. had served in, the Senate Senate as a law-and-order Murray State University .will were ailawedup tu 15 minutes.  :
Blanc 1. W. Hutchinson, Loys County. . She is survivedby-one 
nieCe, for 35 years and ranked Man and as a relentjeca - tn: • than& into labor -rackeetering, • - pt-eserir a---redital, Tuesday Security ..
Bryant and Thomas R. .Funeral and burial services Mrs. Sam ( Phayree ) Cook 
of second in seniority, died today vestigator of wrongdoing in organized crime, securities , November 29. at 8:15 p.m. in _ 
officials at first -
thefts, the TFX aircraft brought the fans in groups of- Cathvg. Burial -will folknw in will be held Wednesday at 726 Fairlane; Murray. Born in his sleep, his office an and out of government. - the Recital Rail Annex"-°f the 25 to 30, then allowed as many
_ f the Stewart County Memary Centralia, 411...- with the Irvin February 4,.1884, she was the Price Doyle Fine Arts Corn-
Gardens. -'-' Funeral Home of rentralia-in daughter Of the late Mr. and 
nounced. He was411, 0 .- MsGlellan was first elected . contract, illicit operations in
. charge of the arrangements. . '. .Mrs Ben 
Azwell of had announced one week ago
erupted in big cities and on NeaIell,,-Mason,
seas, the rash of riots that The members of the trio are 
quartermile drive to the
 as 60 at •onee to walk the '--- -- i- ..1„ -The Arkansas Democrat to the-Senate in 1942-after two military service clubs over---Tier - - -
Mrs.. Robinson Dies. . •• . _ _...._ , . Mississippi. . . that he would not seek anOther_ chairrOan of__ 411e_. _Sedate -
terms in the House. He was . . ,
Funeral and burial services terfn when his sixth term Appropriations Coinmittee ' ccirege campuses in the late Nelson, violin, and Thomas
cello, David_ 
Meditation Garden. -
The white iron gates, deco-
Brownie B. Houston will be held in Starltsdale, expired Jan. 3, 1979. since August 1972 were closed at 4 p.m., leaving1960s, and in many other Baker, piano. The trio will 
rated with musical dotes,
At Hospital With Miss., with the Welch Funeral McClellan's office said the. The time-consuming areas. . perform Beethoven's Trio; in D
Dies At Dyersburg Home there in charge of, senator's —body was found by responsibilities of that 
postab ut'a dozen persons who
failed to get inside during the ,
He took oyer the chairman- Major, Op. 70 No. land Brah-
Rites Satuiday - - - --"'--Brownie -Bee -Houston,' 
arrangements. The J. H.is,‘  his wife about 6:30. a.m. at forcedhim to give up the helni ship of the subcommittee from M c Trin in TI Major (In A-.... ,.. -. .- - , ....... ..- ftr,st dayt viewing.
Churchill Funeral Home' ""..-th ' Little Rock apartment. it -the Senate's . permanent the late Sen. --atioeeph R. The public is invited to 
- -
The gates had been closed atcharge of the Murray The senator would have investigations _zubtommittee. McCarthy, R-Wis., after the attend _the__ concert t_ ad_ a no il. - r
arrange:Mei-its. 
._..... ..
been two nianths from his 83rd which he had chaired-for a- itePublioun.s lost controt-of the mission charge, a spokes - 11 Trt IP riarbaUrS- VI, • . guards to eat lunch, rest and -
Mrs. Lula Christ ended. He
birthday when his Senate terni record 18 years, from January enate.'
had been in public
brother of Marvin Houston of
-Mrs. Nellie Salmon Murray, died Thursday at the
• Robinson,-Iongtimeresiderit of - ParkView Hospital, Dyer-
Puryear, In., died Wednesday sburg, Tn.
- - the - Bradley County
Memorial Hospital,
Cleveland, Tn., where she had
been living with a daughter.
She was 84 years of age.
She was married January
27, 1909, to J. Hafford
Robinson who died November
7, 1974. She was a member of
the Church of Christ. Born
- July 3,1893, in Henry County;
Tn., she was the daughter of
the late Benjamin Franklin




Adams, Cleveland, Tn., Mrs.
Drue Nell Webb, Puryear,
Tn., Mrs. Carolyn Forrest,
Westland, Mich., Mrs. Cavette
Calloway, Taylor, Mich., Mrs.
Zelna Roberts, Detroit, Mich.,
and Mrs. Faustine Lee, Grass
Lake, Mich.; three sons,
Clifton and Ballard Robinson,




children; three great great
-grandchildren.
She was preceded in death
by two sons, Brent Harris
Robinson and John - Salfrion
- Robinson; two .sisters, Mrs.
Allie Moody and Mrs. Shellie
Townley; and one brother,
George Salmon.
, Funeral services were held
Saturday. at 10:30 a.m. at
LeDon Chapel of the
Tn., with Bro. Charlie Sweatt
officiating. Grandsons served
as pallbearers adn burial was
in the Mt. Zion Cemetery.
He was 65 years of age and a
retired foreman of Dyersburg
Fabrics, Inc., Dyersburg.
Survivors include one son,
Doo Houston, Cookeville, Tit*
one sister, Mrs. Elva Mallard,
RoEllen, Tn.; ,five brothers,
'Marvin, Murray, _Clarence,
Dyersburg, Tn., Edward,
Plattsburgh, N.Y., Ray, Los
Angeles, Calif.,- and Perry, Ro
Ellen, Tn.
The funeral was held
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Curry Funeral
Home, Dyersburg, with burial




The graveside rites for Mrs.
Clara Lillian Cochrurn were
held Satarday at one p.m. at
the Young Cemetary, west of




Cociie Cochrum, Jimmy Dale
Cochrum, Marshall Prater,
and Hester Lockhart. The J.
H. Churchill Funeral Home
- said. shatige into dry clothes.
office for half a century;
Dead At Age 69 immoVttidanthoadraerzne akheisr strenuous Exercise Good Heart Medicine
Mrs. Lula Christ died heartbeat last summer. Last
Satiii-dity-at the fleitry County- .,,Monday when he _announced
General Hospital, Paris, Tn. his .decision to retire,
She was 69 years of age. McClellan said his health was
She is survived by three not a factor in his plans. He
sisters, Mrs. Lela Wilson and said it would have been a
Mrs. Era Chitclers of Puryear„najor, concern had he chosen •
Th., and Mrs. Zora Watts of to seek re-election. - . The-study 
also indicates that
Mayfield. As head of the Senate a high 
amount of energy spent
The funeral will be held Appropriations Committee, each week 
in physical ac-
Tuesday at one p.m. at LeDon McClellan oversaw billions in tivity, including 
walking,
Chapel of the .Ridgeway federal spending. The defense could provide 
some insurance
. 
against premature heartMorticians, Paris, Tn., with budget usually fared well
burial to follow in the Puryear. under him.
City cemetery,. , McClellan's law-and-order Spending a . 
high total
Hog Market 
reputation grew in the 1950s amount of energy and-calories
. _
Federal State Market Neas Service
November 28, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
 I inctudes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 1733 Est, 400 Barrows &
Gilts _50-.75 higher Sows .5(17.50 higher
US 1.2.200.230-1-bs. 84125-4150
US 1-3 200-240 lbs  141.00-41.5
US 2-4 240-260 Rm. 14000.4100
LlS 3-4 MO-280 lbs 839.00-40.00
Sows
US 1-2 770-150 lbs. . • ,,, 811.50-32.00
US 1-1 310-500Ibs  131-.00-32.00
US 1-3 500-6501bs . 132 00-31 50 few-34.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs . 130 00-11 00
Boars 94,01M00
MIAMI (AP) - Really _
strenuous exercise is good
medicine for your heart, but
.sports like goW and ,bowling
aren't enough, a new study
when he took over the Senate is significant, especially in
permanent Investigations excercises that demand bursts
subcommittee on the death of
Sen. J,pseph McCarthy.
McClellan was second in
seniority in the Senate to
James 0. Eastland, D-Miss.
Both men were sworn in the
same day, but a Senate rule
gives higher seniority to the
senator from a state in the
union longer. Mississippi
became a "State before
STOCK MARKET Arkansas:
Prices of st:-._14 of   ----1.... erest at toxin
was in charge of the EDT, today. furnulied to the Ledger &
arrangements.- • - --Tunes trr-Pir9t- di trigarm(lirp . -of- -
Mrs. Cochrum, age 92, died m .4"Y. a"as fah.'"
*din ustrial Av Tharsday at IWO a.m. at the -
Cedar Croft Nursing Home, Airco 
St. LOWS, Mo. She is survived MAmr ePrn°de uc,t4so r
by two daughters, Mrs, Frank ,c.alandai-)11 t"
( Halline ) Wilson and Miss, A T & TFord Moigy„Ccr.
Donna Marvee COchrtun,--and----aeri: tivnaniics
one son, Kern L. Cochrum, all
of St. Louis, Mo. Her husband,
Thomas Brent Cochrum of





It has been said life is a game. And indeed it is.
Everybody in the world MUST play it. But it can only
be played in solitary manner. You have to play it by
yourself. No one else can play your game for you.
As in all games, you have a choice in how to play it.
You can play it honestly or dishonestly. With optimism
or fear. With confidence or doubt. With faith or in-
fidelity.
When you look at it this way, life can be a simple
game to play. Look around. See how other people play
the game. When you do this; you will always see how
honesty, optimism, confidence and faith remove hazar-
ds from the game. You will also see how dishonesty,
fear, doubt and infidelity create obstacles to deny'
people a winning ticket of achievement, satisfaction,
contentment and happiness. Invariably the big winners
are those who play by the 'Book' - of rules.
IL Churchill Funeral Home:.
-4413
  34' -1
  27N. unc
  4'-4 unc
of energy output, says Dr.
Ralph -S. Paffenbarger Jr. of
the University of California at
Berkeley.
But the risk of heart attacks
was lower for men engaging in
"sttenous sports," while
-casual" sports seemed to
have no influence, Paf-
fenbarger said.
Among strenuous sports, he
listed swimming and running,
...News In Brief...
By The Associated Press Jr. to take a position con-
NATIONAL flicting with his and President
MIAMI ( AP) - Strenuous Carter's stands against abor-
sports activity =not "casual"- tion.
4334_ sPorts- ispsicipedki,zw fskt INTERNATIONAL
General Motors the heart says a researcher. CAIRO, 
'Egypt (AP) -
 65 ti -.7
General Tire 23'. unc '
Goodrich 4- -1 . 21'. *- A.
Gulf 011 - ' 27i-. -1,
IBM . ,   26714 -1
Pennwalt  34'. -1-4
Quaker Oats 22', unc
:Tappan 7'4 uric
Western Union 18 -.-11
Zenith Radio 161. unc
Retarded Persons'
Seminar Is Tonight
A working meeting for
church people interested in
ministries to retarded persons
will be held at the First
Baptist Ghurch Fellowship
Hall tonight .(Monday) at
seven o'clock. This is a follow
up to the recent workshop held
in Murray on the church's
ministry to retarded persons.
The meeting will focus on
several concerns among them
being support groups for
parents of retarded persons
and Sunday School programs sential to refluce the numbers - sources said the Western %-
tor retarded persons. of high-risk adolescent bile: malt Liberal:10n Front secured
• This is open to any persons- thi." The task force, which hills overlooking Harar, on
or churches who are in- made its report to the three sides, and a. face- of 800
sweated in • this type of partment of Health, to 1,00 guerrillas brae
ministry for information 
Tfe
a call Education and Welfare, is the through" the city's ancient
Spending a high total amount President Anwar Sadat is
pressing ahead with his plans
for a preliminary Arab-Israeli
conference in Cairo although
so far only Israel has Said it
would attend. Syria, Israel's
other military adversary,
joined Libya and Algeria in
lining up a rival meeting of
Sadat's Arab opponents. The
Egyptian president said he
would negotiate "with the
Israelis alone" if other Arab
nations refused to come to
of energy and calories is
significant, especially in
excercises that demand bursts
of energy output, says Dr.
Ralph S. Paffenbarger Jr. of
the University of California at
Berkeley. But the risk of heart
attacks was lower for men
engaging in "strenous sport-
s," while "casual" sports
seemed to have no influence,
Paffenbarger said. Among
Strenuous sports, he listed
swimming and running,
basketball, handball and
squash. "Casual" sports in-
cluded golf, bowling,- baseball,
softball and volleyball. As for
tennis, he said it depends on
how it is played.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON ( AP ) - A
speeial government task force
on teen-age pregnancy con-
cludes that abortions are "es-
MOGADISHU, Somalia
1AP) - More reverses are
reported for Soviet-backed
Ethiopian forces in the
Ogaden war. Somali rebels
breached the walls of the key
city of Harar and have
trapped a large governernnt
force 23 miles to the east,






Dele-761-3714. _ _Secretar-y ,Joseph__A, Califene-itiops
Dixieland Center
losaanusampliwalana,„
